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The Courier-Gazette.
EVERY-OTHER-DAY
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OR A REAL OUTING, TAKE STR. GOV. DOUGLAS at
Thomaston any day except Sunday at 7.30 A. M. and visit
the most fascinating, primitive, and ruggedly beautiful
i spot in all New England.

The Courier-Gazette
_________ THREE TIMES A WEEK

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Lj l j

MONHEGAN

BY THE ROCKLANO PUBLISHING CO.

ISLAND

WENTY-TWO miles from Thomaston, ten miles out in
the broad Atlantic, with a continuous settlement older
than Plymouth, it is the home of a hundred fishermen, has
three hotels and seventy summer cottages. On its east
coast four great headlands almost 200 feet high jut out into the
ocean. Its central hill is crowned with an imposing granite light
house, and on the west tho land slopes gently to the sea where
Manana, a great barren rock a hundred feet high forms the western
guard to its beautiful harbor.

T

Returning the Gov. Douglas reaches Thomaston at 6 P. M.
giving six hours at the Island.

Round trip tickets for sale on the boat, good for returning the
same day, including dinner at the
V.
ALBEE

HOUSE,

Subscription $3 00 per Tear payable la adrance; tingle coplea three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general inter
eat are solicited.
Entered at the poetofflee ln Rockland for cir
culation at secon 1-claaa postal rates.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Bat
urday morning, from 468 Malo StrasL Rookland, Maine.
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POULTRY KEEPERS AND FARMERS
We Have Full Line of

Park & Pollard Feeds—Lay or Bust, Scratch Feed,
Growing Feed and Chick Feed, Stevens 44 Dairy Ration

GRAIN

CO.

46 PARK STREET

Tel. 800

91-93

L. W. BENNER
—DEALER IN— '

All Kinds of Real Estate
2 NORTH MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 233-1

41-tf

GEORGE W. FOSTER
Dealer in Pianos
Fine Tuning
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M

.
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IT WORKS WELL
Calcium Chloride Used On
Highway Between Thomas
ton and Edgecomb.
During the first two weeks in July
the State Highway Commission treat
ed with calcium chloride the gravel
road between Benton and Bangor,
about 55 miles, also the state highway
between Edgecomb and Thomaston, a
distance of some 30 miles. These two
roads, which are first-class gravel
State highways, both carry an ex
tremely heavy traffic during the sum
mer and in dry weather during the
past two seasons have been very dusty
so much so that driving upon them has
been more or Wss disagreeable and
with the increasing traffic had begun
to be almost dangerous, on account of
the dust. Besides the unpleasant and
dangerous features there is a further
cars attempting to pass each other in
fact that about two inches of the sur
face was picked up and blown oft of
»he road each summer.
The application of calcium chloride,
which is a deliquescent salt and has
the property of absorbing moisture
from the atmosphere, has kept the sur
faces of these two highways in a moist
condition, keeping down all dust and
making the driving over these roads a
pleasure as well as perfectly safe.
A great many Inquiries have come to
the State Highway Department since
these roads were treated asking for the
name of the preparation. As stated
ubove the material is known as cal
cium chloride. It is a white granular
substance and can be spread hy any
one on driveways, paths or highways.
The State Higlnvay Commislson apply
this material through lime spreaders
attached to trucks, thereby securing a
practically uniform application of two
pounds per square yard of surface. It
is expected that these treatments will
keep the roads moist at least until
the middle of September and possibly
until a later date. This depends some
what upon the atmospheric conditions
and the amount of moisture in the air.

YOU want to reinvest, a few years

hence, at lower yield the money you

J. W. Coverdale
ings in seven Maine counties that
week. His first address will be de
livered in Cumberland county, the day
prior to the Rockland meeting.
E. T. Clifford of Winthrop, chairman
of the executive commjttee of the
Maine State Grange, and former presi
dent of the Kennebec Farm Bureau,
has also been asked to speak at the
Rockland meeting. The committee is
on the lookout for a woman speaker
for the occasion.
Mr. Coverdale is said to be one of
the most interesting speakers on agri
cultural topics in the United States.
He was born on a farm in Iowa, 38
years ago. While a student at Iowa
College of Agriculture he was often
employed as judge of livestock and
grains at county fairs, and was a
member of the livestock judging
demonstration team at the World's
fair, Chicago. He was actively en
gaged in farming until 1912, when he
became connected with agricultural
extension work, first in charge of
county agent organization and later as
State leader of county agents. In 1918
he became secretary of the Iowa Farm
Bureau Federation, and when the
American Farm Bureau Federation
was organized, in 1920, he was elected
its secretary. In addition to his sec
retarial duties he is head of the de
partment of organization, which is as
sisting the States in their Farm Bu
reau membership campaigns.

Skating mile in competition in 2.45
3-5 miniutes, Frank Klopp, of Phila
delphia, international amateur roller
skating champion established a uew
world’s record for amateurs in winning
the one mile open, the feature of the
speed skating races in Reading Penn.
The former record of 2.51 2-5 was
made in Chicago in 1901.
Bluebird Corn packed by Medomak
Canning Co. Try it.
«8tf

are now investing at a very high yield?
Or do you want to keep the high yield?
»

One way to feel reasonably sure of 6 1-2
per cent for life is to invest now in Central

Maine Power Company 7 per cent Preferred
i

stock.

True, it is callable-but it is unlikely

ever to be called, both because of its high

call price, 120; and because the Company has,

MUCKROSS INN
ROCKPORT, MAINE
HOTEL DE LUXE
FREO H. CHESTER. Proprietor

FISH and CHICKEN DINNERS
BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS
A SPECIALTY
Meals, 11:30 to 7:30
Tea Service, 3:00 to 5:00 P. M.
For Reservations, Tel. Rockport 176

through the sale of this preferred stock, secured in Maine over 6,500 profit-sharing friends.

It will surely never willingly do anything to di

sturb such a satisfactory condition of home owner

VISITORS
IN ROCKLAND
Be Sure and Visit at the

ship and customer profit-sharing.

PENOBSCOT ARMS

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
Augusta, Maine
(o/

which the Knox Electric Company is a part)

ANOTHER

NOTABLE

VISITOR.

1867, son of Col. O. C. and Virginia L.
(Davis) Gray; educated in the pre
paratory department of the University
of Arkansas; married Henrietta Flora
of Oswego, Kan. Dec. 6, 1886. Began
railway service March 20, 1883, and has
served with the St. Louis and Santa Fe
Railroad as telegraph operator and
station agent, 1883-1886; chief clerk
to general western agent at Witchita,
Kan., 1886-1887;
commercial agent,
1887-1890; district freight agent, 18901896; division freight agent, 18961897; division superintendent, 18971900;
superintendent of transpor
tation, 1900-1904;
general manager
from April to October, 1904; second
vice-president and general manager
Oct. 30, 1904 to July 31, 1906; second
vice-president in charge of (Operation,
Aug. 1, 1906, and senior vice-president
1909 to May 1, 1911;
also general
manager of C. & E. I. R. R„ April 8,
to Oct. 30, 1904; president of Spokane,
Portland and Seattle (Ore.) Electric
Railways, May 11, 1911; president of
Great Northern Railroad May 20, 1912
to 1914; and president of Western
Maryland Railroad since Feb., 1914,
also chairman of board.
• • . .
President Gray will be joined soon
by his private secretary, E. W.
Bachelder. Even in the solitude of his
•••«
summer retreat business cares are not
Born in Princeton, Ark., Sept. 28, to he sidetracked.

Carl Raymond Gray, president of the
Union Pacific Railroad, and family, are
rt Pleasant Point, Cushing for a
month's stay. Cushing is the native
lame of President Gray’s mother, and
s a hallowed spot to him on that ac
count. He made the trip to Maine in
Ills private car No. 99, which will be
parked in the Maine Central yard
luring his stay in Cushing. Railroad
men say that the car is exquisitely
Inished inside, and has accom
modations which provide for the utnost comfort while traveling.
President Gray, when identified with
i Southern Railroad, was the guest of
he Baptist Men’s League at Oakland
Park two summers ago, aud his adlress told some of the exceedingly in
teresting things connected with his
work during the war when he was
llrector of the division of trans
portation, and had charge of getting
.he United States troops and supplies
o the seucoast.
A biographical sketch of President
3ray, prepared for "Who’s Who ln
America" prior to his elevation to the
(residency of the Union Pacific had the
following to say concerning Knox
bounty’s distinguished visitor.

P. O. REFORMS

ROLLER SKATING RECORD.

D°

Volume 76

Number 92.

RED CROSS NOTES.

Field Day at Oakland Park
Knox County Chapter Doing
Carl
R.
Gray,
President
of
Union
Pacific
Railroad
Sum

Aug. 16 Will Offer All
Steady Work.—The Cleanmering at Pleasant Point, Cushing.
Kinds of Attractions.
Up Campaign Coming.

•w
Only so much do I know as 1 have
••• lived.—Emerson.
♦

«•»

ROCKLAND

FARMERS’ MEETING.

The Fartn Bureau and Pomona
Granges of Knox and Lincoln counties
are to hold an all-day meeting at Oak
land Park in Rockland, Tuesday, Aug
1C. It will be an all-^ay meeting
with music, sports, addresses and a
picnic lunch. The speaking will take
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln place in the afternoon. The principal
1846. In 1874 the Courier waa established,
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. address will be by J. W. Coverdale of
The Free Press waa established In 1855, and Chicago, national secretary
of the
In 1891 cha'iged Its name to the Tribune.
American Farm Bureau Federation,
These papers consolidated March 17. 18*7.
who will address farmers’ field meet♦

$3.50

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, August 4, 1921

Single Copies Three Cents.

Three Dollars a Year.

.... TUESDAY.

Crescent Beach
for a real old fashion

Shore Dinner
PLENTY

OF

NICELY

COOKED FOOD.
AT REASONABLE RATES

Telephone 425-4

CARUSO IS DEAD

Posmaster General Hays Ar World Famous Tenor Suc
ranges To Make Savings of
cumbs To Second Opera
Fifteen Millions of Dollars.
tion. “The Golden Voice”
Stilled
Forever.
Postmaster General Hays is func

The Home Service section has as
sisted 18 men with their various gov
ernment difficulties, five of these be
ing new cases thi& month. The total
expense for the month is $8.75.
....
Three new compensation claims and
one application for Federal Training
have been started. One claim made
in April has received final settlement.

• « » »

One man is receiving hospital treat
ment at Chelsea Naval Hospital and
another has been operated upon at
Portland Marine. Dental treatment has
been obtained for one man.

♦ , • •

Miss Sally P. Moses, field repre
sentative for Maine, visited Rockland
in July and will return about the mid
dle of August to assist the Chapter in
reorganizing on a more active basis.
The Red Cross has become more of
a factor in community welfare work
than the public expected and it is the
desire of Knox County Chapter to do
their share in the work of the peace
program.
The Community Service Section
has been rather quiet during the sum .
mer months, but the work will be re
newed with vigor during the winter
and it fs the desire ot the local sec
retary, Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb, that
everyone co-operate to make this work
a success.
• • • •
The Bath Chapter are at the pres
ent time maintaining two Red Cross
District Nurses and a trained social
service worker and they find plenty
to do. Nearly every large city in the
State is reorganizing their Red Cross
Chapters to meet the community’s
peacetime need and we do not want
Knox county to fall behind. We want
everyone to renew their Interest In
the Red Cross.

tioning 100 per cent in his department
Enrico Caruso, world famous tenor,
♦ * • *
to redeem the Republican party's
It is very much desired that any expledges that in event it was plated in died in Naples, Tuesday.
The condition of the singer, which service man having the slightest claim
charge, there would be. more business
to disability, either physical or den
in government. The Postmaster Gen had been considered satisfactory un tal,^should report to the Chapter office
eral has just sent detailed instructions til recently, became grave Monday, before the Clean-Up Campaign is
to 10,000 postmasters notifying them peritonitis developing, and another started. It Is the desire of the gov
of the necessity of cutting their ex operation being considered necessary. ernment that every man that has any
obta.ncd
penditures in every possible way con- i From the beginning of his relapse, indication of disability
sistent with the maintenance of good however, there was serious concern through service should have what is
due him and the only way to ascer
service. It is the intention of Post- i
master General Hays to reduce the over the outcome, and his life was tain this is to place a claim for com
pensation. The longer you wait tho
operating expenses of the postal de despaired of.
partment $15,000,000 a year by the plan
Enrico Caruso, for more than 25 harder it is to establish the connect
which has been worked out and ap years a celebrity in the world of song, ing evidence. This applies to all men
proved by him and his advisers. In his the tenor with “the golden voicei” in Knox county.....
statement to the postmasters ' of the idolized by millions in America and
Of great importAnee to the disabled
United States, Mr. Hays says:
abroad, had an artistic career as well
‘‘Attention is called to the acute known as that of any famous states ex-service man is the Clean-Up Cam
financial condition of the country and man ur military leader. He was born paign that is about to be Inaugurated
the urgency of meeting the desire of ill Naples, Italy, Feb. 25, 1873, tile son by the National Government. This
the President for economy in public of Marcellus Caruso, a mechanic, who campaign has for its purpose the put
expenditures, as far as possible ln the detested music, but was persuaded to ting of all claims of veterans of tho
permit his son, when 11 years old, to World War who are entitled to gov
postal service.”
The Postmaster aims to eliminate sing in the churches of his native ernmental assistance in process of ad
extravagance and expensive methods city. An unpromising pupil, for three judication. The American Red Cross
which crept into the postal service years he studied under Guglielmo and the American Legion have been
during and immediately after the war. Vergine, pledging his teacher that requested to assist in the nationwide
To a greater or less extent, the Post when ready for a professional career work.
The principal features of the cam
oflice Department participated ln all he should pay him one-quarter of his
war work, such as the draft, the Liberty earnings for the following five years. paign ’will be to fully advisexall exHe made his dehut in L’Amico service persons of their rights under
Loans, food, fuel and labor conser
vation and, in short, ail war activities Francesco at the Nuovo Theater, the War Risk Insurance Act; to as
which touched the Civilian population. Naples, in 1894. When he came to the sist disabled ex-service persons in se
This necessitated a vast increase in Metropolitan Opera House ln New curing compensation, medical treat
clerical force and an increase in op York. Nov. 23, 1903, the critics did not ment and hospital care; to Inform and
assist all claimants regarding the pro
erating expenses, quite aside from the go into ecstacies over him.
It is Interesting to observe that cedure necessary in filing a claim for
payroll. The war is over and yet there
has been very little curtailment in the when Caruso made his Naples debut compensation and insurance; to assist
extraordinary expenses or in the auxil he sang the title role four times, for those whose claims are pending in
which he received 100 francs, a pair sec uring final action where additional
iary help or overtime.
Postmaster General Hays orders |he of stage shoes, a suit of fleshings and evidence is necessary to connect their
disability with service, or other data
elimination at once of overtime and al a neckerchief.
Although no official statement of his required by the War Risk Bureau;
so calls upon the postmasters carefOUy
to revise the working schedules of earnings was ever made public, it is and to provide for immediate physical *
clerks and carriers. To assist in this, known that Caruso, at the height of examination where necessary and
there will be an Inspection of the his Metropolitan career, was receiving promptly furnish hospitalization for
routes of every carrier and collector an average of $3000 for each perform urgent cases.
Clean-Up Squads are to be appoint
and very possibly a readjustment of ance. On special occasions, such as
routes. In addition a campaign will his 1920 season ln Havana, he was ed l'or every State, consisting of a
medical examiner, a compensation
be at once inaugurated to educate the paid $10,000 a night.
The list of Italian and French and insurance claims contract ex
public to the necessity of intelligent
and whole-hearted co-operation with operas In which the noted tenor’s name aminer and a third member selected
the postal department.
This co figures since he first sang ln New from the clerical force of the District
operation will consist of early mailing York revealed an amazing versatility. office of the war risk, together with
by everyone, equipment of every resi In 16 years he sang no less than 549 a representative of the Red Cross and
dence and place of business with mail times, In one season, 1907-08 making the American Legion. The particu
receptacles and on the part of large 51 appearances, a great test of endur lar function ot the Red Cross and
American Legion representatives will
users of the mail, use of pre-cancelled ance for any voice.
Caruso, after his strenuous opera be to establish close liaison for tho
stamps, facing of mail, etc. The Post
master General believes these reforms seasons, sometimes had trouble with squad with their respective organiza
can be Inaugurated and overhead ex his throat, which he usually overcame tions, assist wherever possible in the
penses thereby reduced without Im with a little rest and care and at cer preparation pt data for claimants,
pairing the quality of the' postal tain Intervals rumors that “Caruso create and promote in the community
will never sing again” were frequent visited a better understanding of tho
service.
Addressing the postal employees in ly printed, ln the winter of 1920, necessity for the work In question
his communication, Postmaster Gen however', he suffered a serious afflic and formulate plans In places visited
tion wnen a small blood vessel in his by which a continual and united ef
eral Hays says:
"Employees are reminded that Con throat burst while he was singing in fort may he made in rendering as
gress has granted them generous in E’lisle d’ Amore in the Brooklyn sistance to ex-service men where
needed.
creases in salaries. They will be ex Academy of Music. Recovered from
pected to give honest service, full 8 this mishap, Caruso was stricken with
JULY HOT MONTH
hours, and those who are unable or do pleurisy.
The famous singer was the guest of
not have the inclination to do so are
July was 32 degrees warmer than
to be separated from the service. The honor at a silver jubilee celebration,
department will not require anything on the 25th anniversary of his oper normal, acording to weather bureau
unreasonable but it expects and must atic debut, in November, 1919, at the records while the rainfall for the
receive full value In the service for the Metrojiolitai). He received an illumi month was 3.20 inches or .05 of an inch
nated parchment from 35 families less than normal. There were eight
public funds expended.”
holding boxes ln the $7,000,000 ’"gold electrical storms. The lowest temper
en horseshoe," a flag from the city of ature mark for 30 days was recorded
TOOK BROOM TO SKUNK.
New York, several medals and nu Aug. 1 when 55 degrees was registered.
Aged Aina Woman Trumps Up Pest merous gifts from his fellow artists.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Which Was Killing Her Chickens.
MAGEE TO REMAIN.
Whatever your occupation may be and how
Mrs. Clara McDonald, 88 years old,
crowded your hours with affaire, do not
John J. Magee, the Bowdoin College ever
while sitting by the window of her
fail to secure at least a few mlnutea every day
for
refreshment
of your Inner life with a Mt
track
coach
has
agreed
to
remain
at
home in Aina recently, saw a skunk
of ooetry.
—Charles Bllot Norton,
walking around near the house. She Bowdoin for another season, turning
MY HEART'S IN THE HIGHLANDS.
at once gave chase with the weapon down a very flattering offer from Iowa
Coach Magee has My heart’s in the Highlands, my heart la
a woman often takes, a broom. The State College.
not here;
first whack stopped him. and she fin handled the Bowdoin College teams My heart
’s in the Highlands a-chasing the
ished the work with an axe which was for the past eight years and has been
deer;
Chasing
the
wild deer, and following the roe
The relay teams
near at hand. Mrs. McDonald was very successful.
smart enough to escape the usual re which he has turned out have captur My heart 's iu the Highlands wherever I go.
sult of -such an act and she had the ed many championships while the Farewell to the Highlands, farewell to lho
North,
satisfaction of knowing that the ani track teams which when he took
mal won’t kill any more of her chick charge were finishing in fourth place The birthplace of valor, the country of worth;
Wherever
wherever 1 rove.
in the State championships have for The hills 1of wander,
ens.
the Highlands forever I love.
Mrs. McDonald is the oldest lady In the past three years finished in first
Farewell to the mountains high covered with
town and is in good health and spirits. place.
snow;
She can cook as good a meal as any
Farewell to the* straths and green valleys
one in the State, as many of the trav
below;
Farewell to the forests and wild-hanging woods;
eling man can tell you. as they have
PRIEST
’
S
HOT
DROPS
Farewell
to the torrents and loud-pouring
stayed at the McDonald house when
floods.
Cholera Morbus or Diarrhoea, Neu
in town, for many years.
ralgia Headache, Cramps, Colds, Men- My heart ’s In the Highlands, my heart 1s not
here;
Mrs. Ellen Crocker, Medium, will be straul Pains.
My heart 's in the Highlands a-chasing the
Sent to any address. Price, 37c
at 31 Union street to give readings and
deer,
treat the sick until next Friday, Aug. 5.
Chasing the wild deer, and following the roe.
Priest
Drug
Co.,
Bangor,
Me.
My heart '8 in the Highlands wherever I go,
Sel. 799-M.
86-91
—Robert Burns.
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TWO

MORE

TIE

GAMES

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEI
Rockland, Maine. August 4, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie. who on
oath declares that he Is pressman in the offlee
nt the Rockland Publishing Co, and that of
the Issue of The Courier-Gazette ot August 2.
1921. there was printed a total of 5822 copies.
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Before tne,

CUT YOUR COUPONS
How many readers of The CourierGazette are owners of Liberty Bonds
from which they have neglected to cut
the coupons?
Incredible as it may sound, there
are several thousand people scattered
throughout the United States who
have money coming to them from the
United States Government, but who are
so indifferent that they will not go to
the trouble of calling for it at their
local banks.
Also, unlike many
debtors, Uncle Sam has tried ar.d still
is trying to pay these people their
money which, in the aggregate, is con
siderably over $100,000,000. This huge
amount represents accumulated in
terest on outstanding liberty bonds and
Victory notes which the owners have
fucked away In trunks, bureau drawers
and safe deposit boxes and have ap
parently forgotten that they bear in
terest coupons which are payable at
intervals of six months. All they have
to do is to clip the coupons and take
them to any bank and the money will
be paid over without even the trouble
pf indentification.
The records of the Treasury show
that the great bulk of the unpaid in
terest is due on bonds of $50.and $100
denomination. Many of the owners of
these bonds have doubtless failed to
clip the coupons, or present the tem
porary bonds for exchange, through
ignorance.
Others have laid the
bonds aw ' ar.d forgotten them. The
Treasury JL.’- r ,i ■■
' ; ti 
thing possib?
get these individuals
to present their interest coupons and
collect the cash which is due them.
It has issued circular letters, posted
notices in banks and postoffices and
advertised in newspapers, but thus
far its efforts have been unavailing.
Instead of decreasing the money in
its possession which does not belong
to it, each interesting-paying day
sees the amount constantly growing
in volume. If you are one of those
■who bought Liberty or Victory Loan
Bonds, see to it that you collect your
Interest promptly. You will be doing
o patriotic service if you ask y iur
pclghbors if they have collected their
interest to date.
j

Emphasizes Need of Starting Earlier in the Twilight League.
—Let’s Begin Tonight.
Unless some postponed games are also a thriller. Maxey reached first
played the American Legion team will when the usually reliable Brackett
end the week in first place. It is still muffed aa assist. Maxey-stole second
a full game ahead of the Snows, and and went to third on Magee's sacrifice,
even the old vets on the team are The situation looked exceedingly duklcking up their heels like colts. Will bious for the Chisox. and everybody
the Snows or the Lobsters be able to thought that the Electrics had won
head the "Hello Als" on the home w’hen Wardwell sent a long fly to left
stretch? The standing:
field. Flint made a fine catch, and
Won Lost P. C. Maxey, who had run back to third, to
.800 take advantage of the put-out, dared
Legion ........................... 8
2
.700 ! uot try for home. Recqrd was the next
Snows ........................... ?
3
.636 hitter, however, and swung the bat
Lobsters ....................... 7
4
.454 | with a fervor suggestive of Babe
Electrics ....................... 5
6
—- Ruth. This sterling young player was
Chisox ........................... 4
7 ‘ .363
Lime Co......................... 4
7
.363 over-anxious, however and “Presi
Rockport ...................... 1
7
.125 dent’’ Harding saved the game by fan
ning him. Umpire Campbell decided it
* * * *
was too dark to continue, and the
Snows 6, Legion 6
game was called. The score:
The horseshoe which is popularly
Chisox.
supposed to hang in the American
a e
ab r bh tb
Legion stable must have been swiped Black, ss ........ . .3 1 2 2 2po 2 0
by somebody in the seventh inning of
. .4 0 • 0 7 0 1
last night’s game, or turned upside Flint, if.
. .4 0 1 2 3 • 0
down, for there was certainly no luck Hart, c .
. .4 2 1 1 4 8 1
in foozling away a game after being
. .1 0 0 0 1 1 0
three scores ahead in the last frame.
9 0 0 0 0 0 0
Two of these Legion scores came in
. .3 0 1 1 1 0 0
that inning after Foster. Lindsey and
. .s' 0 0 0 1 3 0
Cap’n Snow had vied witli each other
9 0 1 1 1 0 1
in seeing which could make the
craziest heave. But in the last half
26 I 6 7* 20 9 3
of the seventh, with two men down,
Electrics.
Bunker & Co. joined this little jazz
ab r bh tb PO a e
party and the result was three most
. .4 0 0 0 I 0 0
unexpected runs and a tie score. If
. .3 0 0 0 1 0 0
Cates had not smothered Hinckley’s
. .3 0 1 1 0 9 1
. .3 1 1 I 9 4 0
lost Foster had 16 strikeouts, but ; Eottreu ,.f •
2 0 0 0 5 0 0
don’t forget to give Rokes lots of Gregorv‘ c’ ............. .3
j 0 2 9 10 0 0
credit, for he also held his opponents j’iaxcv'c( .............. .3
j j1 j1 j1 q0 q0 1
to four hits. Thornton, Averill and x,„ „ ’’ ,v,................
. .1 1 1 1 2 9 0
. .0 0 0 0 0 • 0
the field. The score:
. .3 0 1 1 0 1 0
Snows ............ 1 0 0 0 2 0 3—6
Legion ........... 0 0 0 0 4 0 2—6
25 3 7 7 21 7 2
Base hits. Snows 4. Legion -I. Errors,
* Gregory out for interference of
Snows a, Legion 8. Two-base hits, coacber
Dahlgren. Freeman.
Stolen bases, i chisox
0 10 116 0 3
Mealey. Thornton, Beaudoin. Fogarty. ; Electrics ’ ” ” 0 3 0 0 0 0 0—3
McRae. Bases on balls, off Rokes 3.
Tfo.1)ase hit> Fllnt.
8tolen basPS,
of! Foster 2. Struck out, by Rokes 10.
Rogers, Gregory. Maxey. Double
by Foster 16. Lmplres, Campbell and plavs LouraJne and Cottrell; Black
Lourainc. Scorer. Healey.
and Brackett.
Bases on balls, off
• • * •
Harding 1, off Wardwell 2. Hit by
Chisox 3, Electrics 3.
pitcher,
Rogers.
Harding, Magee.
Tie games are becoming fashionable Struck out by Harding 5, by Wardwell
in the Twilight League. An interest 9. Umpires, Campbell and Snow.
ing contest between the Chisox and Scorer, Healey.
• • • •
Knox Electrics resulted in that man
ner Tuesday night, and again em
The Biddeford All-Stars have open
phasized the fact that the games must dates for Saturdays this month, and
begin earlier. The Electrics pinned would like to take on Rockland. R.
their faith on Wardwell in the box. F. Monteith is manager. Telephone
and the Camden recruit certainly got him at Biddeford 628-M between 6.30
the team out of several bad holes, not- and 7 p. m.
ably in the last inning when the bases
« • • •
ere full with only one down, yet the
The Mohawk Athletic Club of
Chisox failed to score.
Portland wants games for Aug. 20,
The last half of the 7th inning was j Aug. 27 and Sept. 7. Address manager.

The success of the State Highway
Commission in keeping down the dust
of roads by the use of calcium
chloride may offer a suggestion profit
able for Rockland's consideration. Our
city streets are on the whole a pretty
dusty lot and for the most part those
in the residential section get such
elight visitation from the sprinkling
cart as causes its efforts to be regarded
almost as a joke. We wonder that the
housekeepers of the city, whose lives
nre made melancholly by the continual
summer conflict with the dust of the
motor cars, do not rise up in their vot
ing strength and demand relief. If
this calcium chloride is what it is
cracked up to be its use upon our
streets might go far toward furnishing
relief from a nuisance that has too
Jong existed.

STARS’ FIELD DAY

Large
Attendance
When
Knox County
Chapters
Met At Glencove Tuesday.

The annual meeting of the Knox
ounfy Eastern Star Field Day As
sociation was held at Penobscot View
Grange hall Tuesday, with an attenddance of about 225. Six Chapters were
represented.
In the afternoon a pleasing pro
gram was presented with these num
bers: Vocal solo, Mrs. Eva Wisner,
with Mrs. W. H. Armstrong as ac
companist; piano and violin. Misses
Lucy and Marion Marsh: vocal duet,
Mrs. Marion Benner and Miss Mabelle
Brown, w’ith Miss Hall as accom
panist; Camden Mandolin Club; and
reading. Mrs. Ritterbush.
These officers were elected: Presi
dent, Airs. Mabel Wyllie, Forget-menot Chapter, South Thomaston: vice
Ex-service men of Knox County president, Mrs. Ella AVatts, Forgetmould take notice of the Red Cross
items printed on another page and
avail themselves of this organization’s
assistance provided they are in any
degree entitled to governmental aid
Uncle Sam’s people do not intend that
any soldier boy shall be cheated out of
anything, large or small, that is his
due.

me-not Chapter; secretary, Miss Susie
Sleeper, Forget-me-not Chapter; treas
urer, Mrs. Hester Chase, Golden Rod
Chapter, Rockland; vice presidents,
Sister Millie Thomas, Golden Rod;
Sister Agnes Prince. Seaside; Sister
i Catherine Spear. Harbor Light; Sister
Lucy Weston, Grace; Sister Jessie
Walker, Ivy; Sister Lena Davidson,
Marguerite; Sister Harriet Rawley,
Naomi: Sister Augusta Creamer, FonDu-Lac; Sister Ida Hughes, Orient.
Supper was served to about 200, and
the tempting victuals had the real
Eastern Star flavor. The dance ln
the evening found an increased at' tendance.
The field days have certainly lost
none of their popularity.
The Star pool room will be closed
after Labor Day, for 10 days, when it
I will be remodelled into one of the
best pool and billiard parlors in East! ern Maine. Proprietor Packard has
I ordered a new billiard table of the best
‘ type.

Every-Othw-B«f’’

ernment at the Navy Yard. Charles-I
ton, S. C. and is the same type as de
stroyers built by the Bath Iron Works.
Showing Here Indicated That She is named for the late Senator B. F.
of South Carolina.
It Would Make Desired Tillman
Naval Tug Patapsco, built at the
Portsmouth. (N. H.) Navy Yard, acted
Speed.
as tender for the trials. Submarine
The Tillman, last of the destroyers Chaser No. 408, usually assigned for
that purpose was at Plymouth, Mass,
authorized during the World War, for duty as President Harding's barge.
completed her siandarilization trials
yesterday, except the full power runs,
and left for Boston Navy Yard to pre
pare for her endurance trials at sea.
The trials are conducted by the
If the local party who damaged
Board of Inspection and Survey of the
Navy Department, with the new
the Oldsmobile Roadster on the Bay
president. Rear Admiral C. P. Plunkett
Point Road the evening of July
In charge.
19th will call at No. 282 Main Street
The trials resulted very satisfactorily.
an easy settlement can be made,
The highest speed obtained. 339 knots,
otherwise the proper authorities
shows that the Tillman will equal the
will be notified and settlement can
speeds made by other destroyers tried
be made with them. Please note
on the Rockland course, when she Is
correction of date since the July
pushed to full power.
21st issue of this advertisement.
The Tillman was built by the Gov

THE TILLMAN’S TRIAL

WARNING

ggQg REDUCED

GEO. M. SIMMONS

FREE

23 Tillson Avenue telephone 4-w ROCKLAND, ME.

JEFF DAVIS’ VISIT

‘‘They're all wrong about the date
f Jeff Davis’ visit,” says a relative
f the late Ephraim Ulmer, who realls what the latter said to Mr. Davis
n the course of a brief conversation,
rhile they were passengers together
>n the be"’* from Boston. Jeff Davis
amt' in 1
c tn "’
trierlazette's la
•
hat it must ave been that early, as
■jphraim Ulmer died in 1853.
MAYOR PETERS ENROUTE.

Driving his own automobile, not the
ifficial municipal limousine. Mayor
*eters of Boston started Tuesday night
'or an over-the-road trip to his sum
ner home at North Haven where he
,vili remain on vacation for nearly two
weeks, returning to Boston Aug. 15,
He will stop at Belgrade Lakes, to pick
ip Andrew, Jr., who is in a boys’ camp
here. Mrs. Peters has preceded the
nayor to North Haven.
Two powerful addresses were de
livered by Rev. J. S. Crossland Sun
day on "An Appeal to Doctrine and
Character,” and "Human Nature Clas
sifted,” full of strength and sweetness,
with personal references of special
significance from the regretted far
that it was Mr. Crossland’s last Sun
day in Rockland before he sails with
his wife and little daughter Marguerite
for England, his native land, sum
moned there by the serious illness of
his father. His departure is a sourc
of deepest regret to community and
church alike, his striking ability to
think straight and to preach eloquent
ly having been coupled with a win
ning personality of unusual charm.

Bath is to have a new Jewish syna
gogue costing $5000. It will be lo
cated on Washington street.

FOR

FREE

SATURDAY ONLY

The I st of August was our 4th year in this store and
we are trying to make this a banner week.

—A Thoroughbred
Four, Completing
the Famed Buick
Line

The ‘Buick Falvein-Head Engine
A Tower Tlant
That Has Proved
Itself—

SPECIAL CHOCOLATES

GOOD

•vt

J. F. Gregory Sons Company

The new Four-Cylinder Buick, here announced,
is a thoroughbred—a pedigreed car well worthy
of its name.

Down to the very last detail, this new model possesses
every quality of enduring serviceability, complete
comfort, and distinctive appearance that have always
characterized Buick automobiles.

The engine, of course, is of the time-tested Buick
Valve-in-Head type. The year-after-year concentra
tion of Buick’s engineering skill and experience in
building Valve-in-Head motors assures the highest
standard of performance obtainable today.

Two open and two closed body types mounted on
the Buick built chassis comprise the new series.

Even the most casual inspection of the details of design
and workmanship will reveal that full measure of qual
ity which motoristshave learned toassociatewith Buick.

A Great Car,
Prices Make It An
Even Greater Value

45c lb.

These are real chocolates at a medium price

Prices

FRUITS

you,

Every other unit is of a quality equal to the power
plant. The whole assembly constitutes a perfectly
balanced chassis which is of typical Buick construction.
The equipment of Cord Tires is merely evidence of
the quality which characterizes the entire car.

A Fancy Chinese Fruit Basket. Value $1.00. There
will only be 50 Giiven Away so be sure and come early
and get yours.

JIM’S 55c

And mind
QUALITY.

The advent of this new Four makes the Buick 1922
line complete. It offers to purchasers of a car of this
size all the quality and service that go to make up
the name “Buick.”

FREE

SATURDAY ONLY

White trousers, flannel serge
or duck from $10.00.

The New Buick “Four”

FOR SATURDAY ONLY
The first 50 Ladies buying $2.00 worth of anything in
the store will receive

FREE

TROUSERS.

odnnouncing

Cooked Food Sale at Burpee Furni, lure Store, Saturday at 2 o’clock.—adv.

FREE

WHITE

DISTRIBUTOR

JIM’S CORNER

The/death of Caruso, the greatest
?nor of our time, sounds a little note
f regret in every American home,
.here the talking machine has given
im universal entree. But though
ead, his marvelous singing voice will
ontinue to be heard for a thousand
ears. That is the wonder of the talk
ng machine.

SPORT COATS.

If you’re going anywhere
this Summer, don’t try to
sneak through without these
two necessary articles.
The coats run in quiet mix
tures of Tropical Worsteds to
Knitted fabrics, prices from
$11.00 to $15.00.

4jgijfa
F. O. B. FACTORY

OUR HEADLINE TODAY!

22-34 Two Passenger Roadster

S 935

As usual, the best at the lowest possible price

22-35 Five Passenger Touring -

975

22-36 Three Passenger Coupe -

1475

CIGAR SPECIAL
QUINCY 5 PACK 50c BLACKSTONE 5 PACK 50c

22-37 Five Passenger Sedan - -

1650

We carry the largest and most complete line of Cigars
and Cigarettes in the city.

Cord Tirtt Standard Equipment un all Model!

/// Priett F. O. B. Flint, Michigan

Stt Ut fur Sptctficatieni and Utlcvtry Dattt

Obviously a high grade automobile—a genuine Buick
production—the prices listed below make this great
Four even greater. A value such as this is possible
only because of the combination of Buick engineer
ing skill devoted to the one ideal of quality, Buick
production facilities developed over nearly a quarter
of a century, and Buick’s nation-wide distribution
and service organization.

The Buick Motor Company is proud of the Buick
Four. It has the faith of long experience in this
newest addition to its line. It places upon it unre
servedly the Buick guarantee carried by every Buick
automobile produced. That its confidence is well
placed is manifested not only by the keen interest
with which motorists have awaited .this announce
ment, but also the advance orders placed by distri
butors, dealers, and the general public.

PIPES
We have everything to suit anybody’s taste
PIPE REPAIRING A SPECIALTY--------- -

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
PARK STREET................... ROCKLAND

AU

JAMES DONOIS
352 MAIN STREET............................ CORNER ELM
WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT-BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

Emey-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 4, 1921

Calk of tho cown
OOMING NEIGHBORHOOO EVENT*

Aug. 4—Grand opening dance and Society
Circus at Oakland Park
Aug 6—(Baseball) Cabots of Brunswick vs
Rockland Locals at Oakland Park.
Aug. 6-8—Tenant’s Harbor Radcliffe Chau
tauqua, afternoon and evening.
Aug. 10—Field Day and annual meeting of
Knox County Republican women, Oakland Park,
Aug. 16—Public Auction of property and as
sets of East Coast Companies in tills city.
Aug. 17—Thomaston—The Methodist church
holds a blackberry' supper
Aug. 17-21—New Belfast Fair meets in Bel
fast.
^ug. 23-26—State Field Meeting of Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at Knox Ar
boretum.
Aug. 23-27—Eastern Maine Fair meets ln
Bangor.
Aug. 27—Knox Pomona Field Meeting at
Union Fair Grounds.
Aug 30-Sept. 3—Central Maine Fair meets in
Waterville.
Sept. 5—Labor Day.
Sept. 12—Special State Election on Constitu
tional Amendments.
Sept. 14-17—-Maine State Agricultural Fair
meets ln Lewiston.
Sept 15-16—Hancock County Fair meets In
Bluehlll.
Sept. 27, 28, 29—North Knox Fair meets ln
Union.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair meets In
Damariscotta.
Oct. 6—Tranquility Orange Agricultural As
sociation meets in Lincolnville.
Oct. 10-13—New England Branch Annual
meeting of the W. F. M. S. at Rockland M. E.
Church.
FAMILY REUNIONS.

Aug. 10—Whitmore family at North Haven.
Aug. 10—Ebenezer Hall family at Penobscot
View Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 16—Maxey family at Mrs. Minnie
Cross’ residence, Chestnut street, Rockland.
Aug. 17—Pleasantville School Association.
Aug. 17—Calderwood family at Penobscot
View Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 18—Gilchrest family at Grange hall, St.
George.
Aug. 18—Shibles family at Penobscot View
Grange Hall, Glencove
Aug. 18—Starrett-Spear families at Reunion
Grove, Warren.
Aug. 24—Crockett family at the home of
George A. Crockett, Thomaston
Aug. 31—Hills family at the home of E. H.
Clarry, Union.
Aug. 31—Wlnchenbaugh family at Edwin
Mank’s Grove, East Waldoboro.

The Twilight League Is on the home
stretch. Don't miss a game.
The roll of accounts at the August
session of the city government was
$4295.

Tax collections last month amounted
to $59,387.
Yet Collector Lovejoy
never turned a hair.

Everett Maxey of Augusta, attor
ney for the Central Maine Power Co.,
was in the city yesterday on business.

Patrolman Alfred Lamb is on his
annual vacation, with Special Officer
Simmons looking after the Northend
beat meantime.

——

The Cabots of Brunswick are bring
ing a scrappy team to Oakland Park
Saturday. Rockland is always ready
for a fight or a frolic.
Bath Times: The New York ex
press went out of Bath Monday night
between two engines. It was an un
usually heavy train, many empty
sleepers that had brought tourists
from New York, Philadelphia and
Washington, being returned to pre
vent a congestion in the Rockland
freight yard.
The cement work for the Maine Cen
tral's new turn-table near the Old
Depot was completed this week, and
the locomotives will be doing a fox
trot there in about six weeks. This
is an SO-foot table, or 20 feet longer
than the one which has so long done
service.

i

------

Tho city, treasury receipts last
month were $128,325, according to
Treasurer Virgin's report. The ex
penditures were $112,296. There was
$22,987 in the till when the new month
began.

Highway expenditures last month
were modest enough—$1829, according
to Commissioner Ross’ report.
The W. A. Glover Co. has bought
the F. L. Payson door and sash mill
in South Hope for the purpose of re
placing the Kaler mill on Tillson
avenue, recently destroyed by fire.
Edward F. Glover stated yesterday
that no decision had been reached as
to whether the building would be
moved to this city, but that its fine
equipment of machinery would be
brought here during the summer.
Neither is it certain whether the mill
will be erected on the site of the
burned property, or elsewhere in the
Glover lumber yard.

“WHO OWNS THE LOBSTERS?"

A CHOWDER PARTY

This Writer Believes That Everybody
A fish chow’der party took place on
Tuesday afternoon, at the summer cotIs Equally An Owner of Them.
take of Capt. R. K. Snow, at Spruce
Head, with the following special
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Albert
C. Tibbetts
of
Whenever a useful spec.es of, any I| guests:
Eurpka Capt. Rear
Admiral
(retlred)
of our living creatures becomes extinct, A. S. Snow of Brookline, Mass., Treasalmost invariably through greed or I urer Edward D. Spear of Rockland
carelessness of man, the world suf- | Savings Bank, Capt. Eward A. Butler,
ANNOUNCING
ship broker, and Walter Snow, emer
fers a tremendous loss—a loss never
gency man and assistant cook. A brief
to be recovered. Even though it be a s^op was made at Owls Head, where two
a shouting of
harmless species of no particular ma- large haddock fresh from the briny
terial value, there is still a distinct deep were secured, and the party pro
HUDSON SEAL COATS AND WRAPS
sense of a little something havlnR ceeded to the scene of action A novel
been taken away from the sum total o£ method of removing the fish scales
was used. Instead of a curry comb,
at pre-war prices
the joy of just living.
How n7ceJTtV would seem if we had|as *» ofte" see" ln flsh ",al’kats’
passenger pigeons today, or even an rough surface of a granite ledge did
Fine Quality
most efficient work.
occasional dodo!
Capt. Dick proved to be a most won
For this reason, it semes to me,
Plain Coals,
$300 to $400
there can be no law too severe that derful host and an accomplished
prevents the extinction of any of our chowder maker. If his efficiency were
Delmonico,
Trimmed Coats,
$325 to $675
useful living creatures, and no special, known to the world,
. ..
..
. .
class of people can suffer enough by Shanley’ °r som,e °f tbe °ther X
the enforcement of such laws to war- reatauranteurs of New York woukf be
We will be pleased to have you come in and see them.
rant special legislation and privilege I after ,hir"tick*, ltha b K *»lary. and Dick
o
in their favor, to the detriment of the Snow’s fish chowder” would have a
countrywide
reputation.
This
chow

species and loss to the community as
a whole. Consequently Director Crie’s der was partaken of generously and
statement, printed in your paper a some left over to take home. This was
short time ago regarding our lobsters, followed by boiled lobsters smoking
seems to me most sincere and reason hot from the pot. The Cashier and
able and entirely fair to the greatest Walter Snow were most efficient
number of people. (Our country, you "cookies," as they are called in log
know, was founded on this principle). ging camps. The viands were so
palatable ..that
the broker
made a
The arguments that have so far ap-....................
.
... ..
reared against Mr. Crie have seemed *‘utt°n
bi,msP,lf’ w‘th the raan
to me of little moment; but when the Pacific Coast a close second. Both
There will be no dance Monday night
The Samoset Orchestra will hold a
"Light Keeper’s Wife" asks the ques- I ha
?',,ly
tbe ’erY*le’ o( a ,,hy:
i.i/im
n Tthe
va Trillon'l
n
nlfrhr
n z4 C'tlll
in Havener hall by the Fifth Company dance at Penobscot Grange hall, Mon
sician
following
night, <1and
still
day night. The pleasing personality tion, “Who owns the sea and what is survive to tell the story of what was
C. A. C.
in
it,
anyway?"
I
feel
as
though
some
of these musicians is one of the
“a howling success." A vote of thanks
■'Deception,” the season’s greatest reasons why the public dances here reply should be made, before any was given the genial host and his
harm is unthinkingly done.
picture, will be shown at Park The abouts are always so successful.
Mrs. Light Keeper, myself and a efficient helpers. Walter Snow drove
atre today and tomorrow.
crowd of others own approxi- the parties to their respective homes,
Frederic Walls Jones has been ap huge
mately one-hundrcd-millionth part of wherp a“ arrlved a„bouA 10 p’
"t0°
A victualer's license has been grant pointed receiver of the Jonesboro
full for utterance.
No home brew
ed to Edwin J. Martinet, whose estab Lumber Co., succeeding hts grand the sea and what is in it, which of I was used to help a delightful occasion.
Per
lishment is at 656 Main street.
father, the late Frederic S. Walls of course includes the lobsters.
E. A. B.
haps Mr. Crie does not know how many
Vinalhaven.
lobsters
there
are
in
the
sea,
but
The Oakland Park Band has been
OWL’S HEAD
The house at the corner of Pleas- doubtless he would be entirely juatlengaged for Lincoln County Fair the
first week in October. This ought to ant and Broad streets, owned by Orel fl,ed ‘n \hinking that if everybody had
______
_____
_____of
Mr. and
Mrs.__________
Gordon D.______
Freeland
vastly increase the popularity of the E. Davies, has been sold through a" tbe lobstPr8 they wanted or were
Robert U. Collins’ real estate agency able t0 catch; someone would be set- New York City leave for their home
Damariscotta show.
to William H. Maxey, Sr., who will U*ng more tban his part would be Thursday after spending several weeks
The new telephone directories are! reside there.
I
in *ac:‘
, . .
I at Owls Head.
almost as welcome as a new novel.
-----Therefore, when a person insists on
A
well
known
Rockland
man
had
a
|
way
’
„°"
,
hS
I Wyman U. Packard has bought the
They are not quite so thrilling per
haps, and will never be listed among narrow escape from being choked to I sbar* °5 gaaie’ flsh and other State stpc(t and fixtures of the Norcross1
the ten best sellers, but they contain death Tuesday noon -when a piece of and National resources, he should be drug 8tore and is disposlng of both at
lots of information which is appreci meat lodged in his throat. Doctors Hually as Particular to take only his | a gpecla, sale.
„
lu
ated by the patrons.
• were unable to dislodge it, and the al otment’
E. Piuribus Unum.
BORN
man was obliged to go to a hospital 1
Rockport,
July
30.
Delano—At Britt Maternity Hospital, Rock
There are three canna beds in this where the meat was removed after
land,
Aug.
4.
to
Mr.
and Mrs. Sanford W.
locality 'which are rivals for popular ether had been administered. It was
| Delano, a daughter.
favor. One is on Dr. W. H. Arm a terrifying experience.
CRIEHAVEN THE BEAUTIFUL
Mitchell—Frenchboro. Aug. 1. to Mr. and
| Mrs Charles Mitchell, a son.
strong’s premises, Park street, an
Smith—Stonington, to Mr. and Mrs Ernest
Hoyt’s Musical Review will be at Popular Island Resort Is Having Lots
other is alongside Herbert W. Keep’sSmith, a son.
bungalow on Camden street, while the Park Theatre all next week, with lots
Of Visitors Thia Month—More Com'
ing.
third is on the Court House lawn. of “new stuff,” snappy comedians and
DIED
a chorus which rivals the famous
Take your choice.
Craj’—Rockport, Aug. 1, Florence May Gray
Mack Sennett bathing girls. An ex
Criehaven is a lovely place to spend I aged 16 years,
resort _ "'ing—Rockland, Aug 2, Lillian M„ wife of
Lieut. Shaw of the Shaw Flyers has cellent picture program will precede a vacation, and that popular
.
George H. Ming, aged 54 years, 10 months and
already has quite a number of summer u
Funeral Thursday 2 p. m . Crozier’s
been confined to the bed for several th^show at each performance.
visitors, with more coming.
| parlors.
days with an attack of appendicitis.
Dr. and Mrs. B. P. Browne and two
Commandery
Masons,
especially
He has been under the care of Dr. W.
3?.*,“*®;,
H. Armstrong, and escaped the neces those who took part in the memorable I children, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred I
sity of an operation. And this also St. John s Day pilgrimage, will be in- Rhodes of Rockland spent the month nelghbo„ for ,helr sympathy and assistance
July at Hillside Farm. Religious I during our recent breavement, and for the
explains why the airship has not been terested to learn that De Molay Com- I
mandery is coming to Oakland Park services were held at the school house beautiful floral tributes; also we thank the
making flights since last Friday.
Wednesday, Aug. 10. for its annual °n the Lord’s Day, with good attend- Knj^“^Ulfik^Irl"
Cooper’ Gllli.
Mrs. Fred Rhodes being | and famiiy
The fact that A. 8. Littlefield remov- field day. Supt. Trim has been ad- ance.
ed a truckload of law books and office1 vised that there wall be 100 in the I superintendent of the Bible school.
furniture to Portland this week gave party including ladies.
These visitors were at Fred Rhodes’ I
CARD OF THANKS
rise to the report that he was closing
-----cottage: Mr. and Mrs. G. Greenville
his Rockland office. Such is happily
Captain Ralph W. Brown of the 5th Hunter- Miss Penelope Hunter, Miss an{j friendswho were 80 good to us in our renot the case,however.
Company C A. C. has received orders Ellen T* Hunter» Miss Rosina Emmet, cent sickness.
92*
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Simmons.
to recruit 20 more men for that or- “*88 Eleanor Peabody, and their maid, |
A quarter-pound candybox, packed ganization, and it is hoped to have ^lsa Allce 1}ob.y' a”
Scbene®tady’
with blueberries, the largest of which I them in season for the encampment F1’ Y’
2. sl? Z sltoLs came ta Jbe
measured two inches in circumference, which is to be held the first of Septem- bonae of Mf- and Mr.s' “1™Ps°n at ,h"
was the unique exhibit which came to : ber at Fort Williams, Portland harbor. ®aster" ead
the Is and’ Capt. and |
thz
cnn.ici. c.,....... office m,,
Ac.an., i Ronrirt
Armnrv npvt
v I Mrs. r red Chase of Galveston, Tex.
The, Courier-Gazette
Tuesday.
Report at
at tha
the Armory
next Tuesday
are visitors on the island.
The berries were from a small clump evening,
Mrs. Maud Ogilvie and four children
of bushes by W. F. Davis of Union. |
__ . „
.
n. a.
.
... —. .. . I Allen, Kent, Gordon and Elizabeth of
FOR THIS WEEK
who ought to be enjoying some de- 1
To be sure of quality buy Bluebird | 0orchester Mass are occupying one of
licious blueberry pie this season.
Corn.
Mr. Rhodes’ cottages.
At Surfside
and as long as they last
cottage are Mrs. Jameson and son
Leonard, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Mor
rison of Brookline, Mass. Mrs. Mary
WOMEN’S
Walker of Millis. Mass, is coming with
WILL YOU ACCEPT 21 CENTS?
WHITE NUBUCK
a party of six friends to occupy Hill- |
side Farm Aug. 15.
ONE
STRAP PUMPS
Our 70c Bostonian Chocolates
A brother of Charles Dana Gibson I
is coming to the Tupper cottage this |
Cuban Heel—Ball Strap
month.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Fuller- Cobb-Davi s

ANNUAL SALE

TRUNKS, SUIT CASES, BAGS
Trunks

STEAMERS
3/n Size
GENERAL PURPOSE
WARDROBES

Suit
Cases

Fibre Covered, Matting Cov
ered, Cane Covered, Leather,
Imitation Leather, Hard Fibre
Juvenile and Children’s Cases,
Laundry Cases, Black Enamel
Cases, Week End Cases,
Motor Kits.

Bags...

Leather, Russet, Black
Imitation Leather
Matting Covered
Boston Bags, Black, Russet,
Mahogany
Brief Cases, Black Russet,
$1.39 to $10.00

ALL AT REDUCED PRICES
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
This SALE will be full of interest for the returning
vacationist, the Student about to depart for school or
college and for the Thrifty Shopper.

RUBENSTEIN SPECIAL
For Saturday Only
TaiPLtTOE

HOSIERY
Reg. Price *1.00

For Saturday Only

Special

49c per Pound

A CLASS REUNION

FOR FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Students Who Graduated From Rock
land 20 Years Ago, Talk It Over at |
Oakland Park.

402 MAIN STREET

WEYMOUTH’S

ROCKLAND, ME.

COBB’S
SPECIAL

THIS

WEEK

FRESH SPRING LAMB FORES,
51 -

Page Three

15c LB.

Boned, Corned or Whole

The best value in good meat on the market
VEGETABLES, FRUITS AND BERRIES

Are at their best and cheapest.

Now is the time to eat and preserve

them

TRY OUR COOKED MEATS
VEAL LOAF, HAM LOAF, CORNED BEEF LOAF
We make it ourselves, and our reputation is behind it

Great for lunches, suppers or sandwiches

Last Saturday evening 18 members I
and friends of the class of 1901
R. H. S. convened in the dining room
| at Oakland Park to enjoy a delicious
supper and talk over school days. The
time, was selected because several out ]
of tqwn members were “back home”
and could go.
Seated at the tables were Mr. and I
Mrs. Perley Ames of North Dakota
(known to Western theatrical circles
as Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kent,) Mr. |
and Mrs. Louis Shaw of Orange, N. J.,
Mrs. Harry Leon of Washington, D. C., I
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beverage, Mr. I
| and Mrs. Ernest Campbell, Mr. and
Mrs. Hollis Merry and Miss Merry, |
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Merritt, Mrs.
Ralph Richards, Miss Mabel Kalloch,
G. Carl Cassens and F. M. Tibbetts.
The supper was splendid, the service I
excellent and a fine time was enjoyed
I by all. A large gathering is hoped for
another year at which members of the
class who did not graduate, husbands,
wives, children and grandchildren (if |
any) will all be welcome.

The Knights of Columbus arc giving ]
I a dance in their hall opposite the foot |
I of Limerock street Friday evening.
I The dancers will have another oppor
tunity to hear that peppy organization |
| known as the “Six Syneopators.'”

The name of Knox County Electric I
Co. went out of existence yesterday
and in all its branches the concern
is known as the Central Maine Power
Co., taking the name of the parent
concern. John 8. Everett, auditor, and
B. Owen, purchasing agent, were in |
the city yesterday.

BROTHERS
Hone of Hart Schaffner
& Marx Clothes
TRADE MARK REG

GREEN FRONT

TnESQXTIWrWONTWEAROUT

404 MAfN ST.

S1.98

These shoes were madeup to sell for $5.00. The
manufacturer was late in
making deliveries, these
shoes are especially clean
and good looking. And
are a big bargain.

Boston Shoe Store
237 Main 8t« Rockland, Malna
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD

DANCE |ARCADE| DANCE
SATURDAY EVENING, AUC. 6
Dancing 8 to 12. Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c. Plus Tax.
CARS AFTER THE DANCE
MARSTON’S MUSIC
GOOD CROWDS
GOOD TIMES

OAKLAND PARIS
- Evening
Thursday - AUG

Tonight, Chisox and Lobsters, Oak| land Park.
A well known Rockland physician
I disappeared a few days ago, and in I
his place has appeared a man with the I
samp form, voice and name, but to
whom an introduction ts necessary.
A barber is suspected of complicity in [
| the mystery.

RUBENSTEIN

•••

GRAND OPENING
OE THE NEW DANCE HALL
riUSIC

BY

KELLEY’S

ORCHESTRA

Also the Event of the Season

BIG SOCIETY CIRCUS
By Fuller-Cobb-Davis Employes

WITH A REAL CIRCUS BAND

GLENCOVE
Miss Bessie Gregory of Haverhill,
Mass., is the guest of Miss Monira
Gregory, Glencove.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cables, Mr. and
Mrs. Milton Rollins and son. Mrs. C.
S. Crockett of Rockland and Miss
Marie Olson of Boston are stopping
at the Babcock cottage for an indefi
nite time. They wilLbe pleased to
have any of their friends come and
visit them at any time, bringing a pic
nic lunch.

LAWN PARADE

ORIENTAL FEATURES

“Dance on the Velvet Floor”

KNOX COUNTY ELECTRIC COMPANY
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AMERICAN LEGION

The Favorite oFAll
New Enol
and .
o

collection of Chatty Items
Concerning Great Organ
ization Which Grew Out of

the War.
“The American Legion is one of the
bulwarks of the world," said Marshal
Foch in a recent interview with an
American newspaper correspondence.
Referring to the Paris Post ot the
Legion, the marshal said it was “the
American heart of France.

• • • «

[aio1

TENANT’S HARBOR
Have you bought your Radcliffe
Chautauqua ticket? Be a real booster,
come and bring the whole family to
the big tent, and back up the enter
tainments to take place next Satur
day, Monday and Tuesday, afternoons
at 2 and evenings at 7 standard. The
people in the world make the world
worth while. Listen through the mind
and heart of an artist. New artists are
demonstrating the powers of Ameri
can genius. The Radcliffe Chautauqua
system finds itself equipped as never
before to bring its loyal, enthusiastic
and enormous clientele a reflex of the
work and play of the world as it is
now going forward.
There could be no more convincing
evidence of the merit and charm of a
Radcliffe program. Miss Lucille Cor
bett, director of Junior activities,
wants to see all the little folks on the
second afternoon. She will give two
numbers of especial interest to the
children. The price of an adult season
ticket, covering the entire three-day
program, is $2; a child’s season ticket
81; single adult tickets afternoon or
evening 50 cents; single child’s ticket
under 16 years 25 cents. The sum
mary of the program is as follows:
First Oay Afternoon

Concert
........................... Porter Con(.„t Co
Lecture: The Taluc of the Individual."....
.............................................. Dr. George Safary
Evening.
Lecture: “America's Political Ideal”..............

Concert ........ ....................... Porter Concert Co.
Second Day Afternoon

Lecture ....Com. George Stevenson. U. S Navy
Concert ....................... . .................... p)e jjearon's
Stories for Young and Old. .Miss'Lucille Corbett
Opening of the Junior Citizens Campaign..
Playground Period ........... Miss Lucille Corbett
Evening.

rec,ur® ............................. Commander Stevenson
Concert
....................... The Hearons
Third Day Afternoon.

Entertainment . . ............ Marshall Novelty Co.
Lecture: "How To Put the Program Into
.................................... Elmer W. Smith
Evening.

Lecture: “America’s Industrial Dream"..........
..
......... .............................. Elmer W. Smith
Entertainment ................... Marshall Novelty Co

FLASH LIGHTS
-andBATTERIES

THAT

WEAR

ROCKLAND
HARDWARE
COMPANY

Professional EBusiness Cart;

*** I

Health Information
|* Furnished by Red Cross
No. 2.
.0*

DR. J. C HILL
*|

Fresh Air
’to' >e< •o- •*--•••••••• *•« <>•••

GARDNER

Residence and Office, 266 Main Street
Office Houra:
Rockland, Mat
10 to 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.| 6 to I P. M,

I

Methuselah lived to be 999 years old. |
The Coffee of
If you live to be 50 you will be beat
ing the law of mortality averages by ]
Good Taste
something like 15 years.
42 cents a pound
Life might become a bit stale if we I
all lived a thousand years these days,
but the 20th Century American has |
fallen back to the other extreme.
Methuslah's famous span of life was I
SOUTH
HOPE
WASHINGTON
lived In the simplicity of open air and |
outdoor environment.
T. J. Gushee of Daytona Beach. Fla
The date of the annual church fair
As you plan your scheme of daily I
is set for August 17 to be held as usual wiis a caller at W. B. Fish's Sunday.
life to include simple exercise and as
m
—
i,
an(
j
family
were
at
Urban Trask
at the Grange hall. This year it prom
much fresh air and outdoors as possi
ises to be bigger and better than ever. their old home hero from Glencove ble, so will you be able to increase the
Mrs. Fred Sawyer has recently given Sunday.
years before you become a customer of I
a number of juvenile books to the
A. Y. Boggs has had his buildings I the undertaker,
Gibbs’ Free Library which is much ap wired for electric lights.
R's easy to go home in the evening
preciated by its young readers.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jewell and in- and sjt down inside with the newspaViola and Elizabeth Evans of Clif- fant daughter of Boston are guests of per or a book and let your muscles
tondale, Mass., are visiting their aunt his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. | grow flabby with disuse.
Jewell.
Mrs. Nellie Tibbetts.
But it’s easy to die before your time.
Jack Wilson and friend of Roslin- It you don’t believe it look at the mor- I
Mrs! Lottie Mears and daughters
Geneva and Edith are spending the dale. Mass, were guests at A. Y. tality column in your newspaper and |
summer with Mrs. Mears’ father, Boggs’ last week.
see the ages of those listed there.
Mrs. Chloe Mills has returned from
Robert Moores.
The greatest medicine in the world I
Mrs. Helen Paul, who recently open Thomaston.
is fresh air. and you can write your
ed ice cream parlors in connection with
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Annis, son Allen own prescriptions.
A daily walk ln the eVenings is the |
fancy groceries, is being liberally pat and daughter Madeline of New York
ronized.
arrived Sunday making the trip in I simplest and most available exercise]
Mrs. Frances Rockwell of W’inthrop, their touring car and are guests of ,or most of us. Get out in the out-1
Mass., is visiting her brother, Warren their daughter Mrs. Hazel Hart and I skirts of town and smell the (lowers,
Rockwell.
family. Mr. Annis returned Monday Let the evening breeze get into your I
Mrs. Ella Johnston and Miss Emma night but will join his family here later lungs. The smelI of the grass and the
for
his vacation.
Johnston are spending the summer
flowers will be worth all the trouble.
here.
Watch the stars come out in the sky. I
The Sunday School will observe
listen to the song of the bullfrogs in |
SOUTH
SOMERVILLE
Children’s day with appropriate exer
| the ponds.
cises Aug. 7.
It’s cheaper and better than drug I
Raymond Ames and Mr. Kempton of store medicine.
Waltham, Mass, are the guests of A. A.
NORTH WASHINGTON

Roy Albert of St. Louis, Mo., said to
have been the smallest man who
served with the American army Over
seas, was killed by a train at Casper.
Wyo. He weighed 93 pounds. The
American Legion took charge of the
body and arranged funeral plans.
• * • •
A national census to determine how
many veterans of the world war are
Shriners has been started by Ararat
Temple of the Mystic Shrine at Kan
sas City. The visiting Shriners will
be the guests of Ararat Temple during
the convention and will be entertained
in the homes of Kansas City Shriners.
• • • •
At a recent conference of the Metho
dist Episcopal Church, South, Sergt.
Alvin York, who is credited with hav
ing captured a larger number of Ger
mans then any individual in the Amer
ican army, said that prohibition laws
should be repealed if it is found that
they cannot be properly enforced.
• • • •
“The greater portion of solid, rightthinking, right-living young Americans
got into service during the war. only
the dregs were left in civil life," de
clared Chief of Police Pendegast of
Los Angeles, Cal., to officials of the
American Legion. The police chief said
that fie had never yet found'a criminal
who could show a good service record.
,
• • • •
Among the distinguished visitors at
Mrs. Fred Cole and daughter Rosa
the national convention of the Ameri mond and Shirley of Augusta are the
can Legion at Kansas City this fall guests of Mrs. M. W. Lenfest.
will be Stubby, hero of Seichprey, who
F. W. Cunningham made a business
recehtly was awarded a gold medal for trip to Waterville Friday.
bravery and faithfulness. The decor
Mrs. Rose Smalley of Union visited
ation was presented by Gen. Pershing. her cousin Mrs. Gertie Turner a few
Stubby has been especially invited to days last week.
attend the convention as a guest of
Silas Hannan and F. W. Cunning
honor. He is a Boston bull terrior, ham have purchased the standing
wounded in St. Mihiel drive.
grass on the Ernest Hannon farm and
• • • •
are cutting it this week.
An expressed desire to be buried
Mrs. Annie Brown of Lynn. Mass,
with her son, who lost his life Over was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
seas, was realized by Mrs. John Johan Cunningham Sunday.
sen, Sr., of Davenport, la., who died
The Curtis & Rose Lumber Co.
a few minutes before the train bearing which ha^
been
operating near
her son's body reached Davenport. here has finished work on the Turner
Mrs. Johansen had been ill ever since lot and will soon move the mill else
the shock caused by news of her son's where.
dedth. It was a strange fate that
brought about the double funeral. The
American Legion was in charge of the NORTH BURKETTVILLE
funeral.
Miss Helen Smith has gone to South
• • • •
John G. Emery, national command Bristol.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Light and Mr.
er of the American Legion, will head
the party of 250 members of the Amer and Mrs. Andrew Rokes were in Rock
ican Legion who sailed yesterday for land and Camden Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grinnell and
France, where they will tour the form
er war zone as guests of the French niece Euwina Light spent Sunday at
government.
The former national W. J. Greeley's, Liberty.
Herbert Esancy and son Clarence are
commanders — Franklin D'Olier of
Philadelphia, and Henry D. Lindsley haying for George Gove. Washington.
George Grinnell and Robert Esancy
ot Dallas, Tex.,—are in the party,
which is to be composed of Legion were in Rockland Friday.
David Esancy nnd children Merrill
naires from every state in the Union.
When they land at Le Harve they will and Helen of Appleton spent Sunday
become guests of the French govern at Herbert Esancy'a. Gertrude return
ment and from then on they will re ed with them for a few days visit.
E. E. Rokes of Camden spent a few
live their A. E. F. days, but without
days last week with his mother, Mrs.
the former hardships.
Roseltha Rokes.
• • • •
C. E. Smith is haying at C. E. Bart
Michael Nolan, the newly-discovered
mental wizard, who made a perfect lett's Washington. Earl Millay is
helping
him.
score of 212 in 13 minutes in the army
alpha test, is a charter member of the
Rainier Noble post of the American
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
Legion at Seattle, Wash. Nolan is 43 carries the home news of Knoy :ounty
years old, a lumberjack and former
to every State ln the Union ind to
sailor. He was shell-shocked in France
and is n,otv a student of the Federal many foreign lands.
Board of Vocational Training at the
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PnC.
University of Washington. He recent
ly passed perfectly, in one minute and JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORI
10 seconds, an information test of 60
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
questions. One of the questions asked
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
the definition of the following words
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
Ageratum, architrave, chamfer, cleistoLARGING.
gamous, eiohim, gambit, guimpe, in
taglio, metacarpal, Mitosis, nada 370 Main St.. Rockland. Ma
pomology, rococo and simony.

Every-Other-Day

126-tf

"IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF"

DR. F. B. ADAMS
Office 400 Mail Street, ROCKLAND. MAINE

Office Hourt, until 9 I. in.; I to 4 A 7 to (
OFFICE TELEPHONE,

Residence—Mrs. Jennie Bird.

THE GARDNER LIGHT FOUR HAS
CREATED A COUNTRYWIDE SENSA

TION.
IT HAS STEPPED RAPIDLY
TO THE FRONT ON QUALITY, STYLE
AND PRICE.
IT S THE CROWNING
SUCCESS OF 33 YEARS OF SUCCESS
FUL EXPERIENCE IN THE PRODUC
TION OF VEHICLES—A BETTER CAR
AT A LOWER PRICE.

g. a.

IS0-W.
TEL. IM-IU

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
OSto: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON

OMm

Hourt: I to I ui 1 h I P. M.

<

RotiSenoo until • A. M. ud by A»
TELEPHONES: RoelUeaee, 4I-4|
33-tf

DR. C. D. NORTH
3hysician and X -Ray Operatol
OFFICE. IS Beetb street. ROCKLANB

The Gardner Motor Co. inc.
ST. LOUIS, u. s. A.

QFFICc HOURS:

Until • to to

I:M to S:M and 74C to CM to to
TELEPHONE 711
19-tf

DR. LAWRY
HOURS:

Until

BSOKLABB. MB.

CM to to

J to 4 a. ai.: 7 ta • to to

TELEPHONI IN

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

CUNNINGHAM & STARRETT
WARREN GARAGE

407 MAIN STREET
Huura: ( to 12 A. M.: I to I P. M.
ReeiUeaee, 21 Fulton Street Tul. Ml-L
OIDon feiegbeee 493-W.

Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeatb
\VARREN, MAINE
Glenwood Hopkins spent a few days
EMPIRE THEATRE
88-tf
Osteopathic Physicians
in Thomaston and Rockland last week
M UNION STREET, ROCKLANO, MAIMS
returning Tuesday.
“The Call of Youth.” a joyous roMiss Louise Nutting, who has been mance of life’s springtime, and based I
H0UR8: COO A. M. TO 4:M P. M
the guest of her sister Mrs. Lloyd I on a famous English romance, will be I
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
Hewett for several weeks, has return- presented Friday. The bargain seemed
TELEPHONE IM
l-»
ed to her home in Augusta.
fair enough. On one side, power and
Several members of the Bartlett success, but a man no longer young,
DAVIS & STURM
family motored to Washington one day On the other, a family who owed him
Chiropractors
last week to call upon Mrs. Albina all. How simple to pay with a beautiBartlett.
ful girl—at the altar. But that little
Palmer Sehool Graduate*
L. W. Bartlett and Mrs. Ella Brann bargain left out love, and—Come see |
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINR
ANY-TIME
ANY-PLACE
ANY-WHERE
made a trip to the Washington camp- I youth have its way.
Houra 2:00 to 5:00 P. M. Eveaiaat 0:30 te 740
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
ground recently to see about repairs on
"Beautifully Trimmed" is the title I
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
lM-tf
Mrs. Brann’s cottage.
of the Saturday feature, starring Car-I
on giant pneumatic tires. We can give you service and save you
There was a very interesting service mel Myers. She led a little group of I
cratirg, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment. We move
CLEMERET M WALDEN
at the chapel Sunday, in spite of the swindlers in oils—the oils that ooze I
you anywhere in New England.
Chiropody, Manicurini, Shampooing.
inclement weather. Pastor Brewer from painters’ tubes and the oil that |
Juat tay “Moving," we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
Hair Dressing. Head and Facial Treatment
preached one of his best sermons to a gushes from wells—and she took
Puffs and Switches Made from Combinit.
had so much pleasure in moving.
45 MAIN STREET. PHONE 358-11.
good sized audience.
fiendishl ddlight in trimming the smug
RESIDENCE. 204-11
pirates who had ruined her good old
Office Hours: 12.30 to 6 P. M.
H. H. STOVER & CO.
Go Out by Appointment 8 to 12 A. M.
dad—until one came to be fleeced and I
TELEPHONE 219—740.
NIGHT PHONE 743.
CAMDEN, MAINE
WHEELER’S BAY
stayed to be loved—then the little
TW
orchid of Washington Square stopped I
being bad and tried her little best to I
Vesper Barnes, who has employment be good. Was it too late? You'd bet- |
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
in Malden. Mass., and Helen Droein of
Roxbury. Mass., are spending a two ter come and see. Good girl or bad j
75
MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
Mertie Roberts were in Rockland
weeks' vacation with his parents, Mr. girl, Carmel Myers makes you love |
VINALHAVEN
'em
both.
—
adv.
Monday.
OfflM Haiira—Until 0 a. m.; I to 3; 7 tot to to
and Mrs. James Barnes.
Mr. and Mrs. James Dickenson of
Telephone 141-3
A number of men from this place
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Brault of Rockland
I tt
have employment at the new plant at
and children Carlton and Engenia are Wahan. Mass, and Mrs. Cora Carlon
STONINGTON
of
Portland
arrived
Monday
at
the
Clark Island.
in town for two weeks. Mr. Brault is
I home of Mrs. Ciara Pendleton. Mr
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Victor Dennison of Portland is
Mr. and Mrs. George Richardson ar employed at the Washington school and Mrs. Dickenson will occupy Camp
spending his vacation with his family rived Saturday from Old Town to building making repairs.
Osteopathic Physician
here.
Elton Bassett of New Bedford, Mass., Alyosca for two weeks at Shore Acres,
I spend a few weeks with Mrs. Richard
Mrs.
Chaney
Noyes
of
Portland
is
36
SCHOOL
STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Agnes, Alfreda and Florence Barnes son's mother, Mrs. Maude Allen.
who is spending a vacation visit in
guest of her mother, Mrs. Hugh Keay
spent Sunday with their parents.
Hour, 0:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Mrs. Annie Barter and friends of town with relatives, will sing a solo
Mrs. Diepel and son arrived Monday
Evenings by Appointment
Miss \ ivian Steele of aldoboro has I Providence, R. I. are spending a few at Union church Sunday morning. Mr.
ftlephone 323.
1-tf
at the home of Mrs. Lyford Coombs.
returned home after spending a few weeks in town.
Bassett is a scout master.
The funeral services of Esther
days with her cousin. Alice Allard.
Mrs. Harold Smith and daughter
Dr. Mclva and Dr. Pierce, who hare
Mrs. Evelyn Daggett and daughter Margaret of Swan's Island are the been guests- of the Pendleton brothers Roberts, aged 80, widow' of Winslow EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
Mabel of Worcester, Mass., who have 1 guests of Mrs. Hannah Gardner,
at Rock cottage, left Tuesday morning Roberts were held Monday afternoon
Rev. Charles Seliger of Union church
been spending a few days with Mr.
jjr. and Mrs. Roscoe Gross and chil- for Boston.
|
DENTIST
Mrs. Roberts left her
and Mrs. James Barnes, and Mr. and flren of Isle au Haut spent a few days
Mrs. Langtry Smith and son Walter officiating.
Mrs. George Barnes have returned jn town recently.
returned to Rockland- Friday after a home and walked to Carver’s cemeter;
h°meDr. B. Lake Noyes spent last Tues- visit with her parents Mr. and Mrs. with a neighbor, late Saturday after
noon carrying flowers. On returning 407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
Mrs. Arthur Richardson is at Silsby I day in Rockland.
Angus Hennigar.
Hospital, where she has undergone a
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Maxwell of
Miss Louise Bernard of Melrose, Mrs. Roberts mentioned not feeling
successful operation for appendicitis. Long Cove were in town to attend the Mass, is at Shore Acres for a two well and rested at a friends and also
DR. F. S. POWERS
Reaching Main
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Dennison and funeral of Mrs. Maxwell's mother,
weeks stay, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. on the way home.
street he was taken to her home by
little daughter Dorris, who recently
Mr, and Mrs. Joseph Wescott are Leroy Coombs.
Dentist
spent a few days in Boston motored to spending a few days at Oceanville, the
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Young and auto. Death by heart failure soon
ORTHODONTIA (utralphtMlet teeth)
their home here with Vesper Barnes in | guests of Mr. and Mrs. Whitfield daughter Ethel, Miss Gertrude Vinal took place. Deceased was the daugh GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLEOt
his car.
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
and Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Lane visited ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Slate natives
Gross.
Spear Block............... Foot of Park Street
of Nova Scotia, who came to Vinal
Capt. and Mrs. Pearson and son Wil- 1 The paving cutters, who are work- Rockland Saturday.
OfflM
Hours:
9 to 12: I U S.
TEL. 74S-B.
bur have moved to Rockport where Lng at Swan’s Island. came up Satur
Dr. and Mrs. McDaniels and son. haven about 6ft years ago. Mrs.
Roberts
was
a
devoted
member
of
the
they are to make their home.
day but were unable to get back on Miss Kathryne McDaniels of Philaand Mrs. Arthur Kellar and sis account of the terrible electric storm I delphia arrived Tuesday at Bridge- Rebekah order. A kind neighbor, and
ARTHUR L. ORNE
a woman who had spent her life in
ter Helen Kellar of Portland are during the day.
< I side
spending a two week’s vacation at
Insurance
Schooner Annie & Reuben arrived I Mrs. W. F. Moreton and little son good deeds. She is survived by Mrs.
their old home here.
Thursday after a month’s absence. I Walter, Jr., of Qnincy, Mass, and Ella Bray of Brooklyn a niece and by
Bueetetor to A. J. Eraklap to Oto
Sch. Hattie Loring arrived Friday sisters Jewel and Mina Laffam of New her nephews Eiroy and Harry Arey of
<17 MAIN STREET I I : ROCKLAND. MAIOR
from Rockland with a load of sardine York arrived Tuesday at Shore Acres, Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Roy Knowlton left Tuesday for
cans for the factory.
I Miss Alice Douglass and Miss
2JBB" riDiaSDUEIEDaB
2ME~”'23SC
The four-masted schooner Friend- Katheryn Rankin of Philadelphia ar- a visit with her mother Mrs. Alley at
L R. CAMPBELL
Tenant’s Harbor.
ship from New York is anchored in rived this week at Bridgeside,
our harbor preparatory to being loaded I Mr. and. Mrs. Samuel Hutchins of
Attorney at Law
PLEASANT POINT
at the quarries for Groute. The cargo Roxbury, Mass, are spending their anSfMlal Attention to Prabato Mitten
is to be shipped to Miami, Fla., to Capt. nual visit with Mr. and Mrs. WoodJames Webster, who owns a large I bury Deane
Mrs. P. A. Davol and Miss Helen 173 MAIN STREET : ! : ROCKLANO. MR.
plantation there.
Mrs. Harry Dyer and daughter Char- Davol of Somerville. Muss, arrived in
Sch. Lillian arrived Monday with a lotte returned Thursday from a visit town Monday and will spend a month
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
load of freight from Portland to 'West I in Thomaston.
at Good Will cottage.
Jonesport.
I Eugene Young of Pittsburg, Pa.,
Mr .and Mrs. E.^L. French. Mr. and
Attorney at Law
Of late a real estate agent has-been is a guest of his father. Jason Young,
Mrs. Ernest Clapp and Miss Mabel
RPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTIOE
in town inquiring the prices of differ-1 Mrs. Dora Reord and son Walter Barrett, all of Reading. Mass., are at
ent houses, land, etc. Dame rumor I of Buckfield are guests of her daugh the Moore farm for two weeks.
431 MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO, ME.
has it that something is soon going to I ter Mrs. Frank Haskell,
Carl Gray of Omaha, Neb. and Mr. reaMk*«M—OfflM. 4M. hmu. m-w. ii.«
happen for the benefit of the town. I Mrs. Freeman Roberts and Miss and Mrs. Carl Gray. Jr., and family of
We surely hope that there Is some
Chicago, arrived Sunday where they
truth in the statement for Stonington
are to spend their vacation at Friend
sadly needs business of some kind.
ship cottage
The sardine factory has not started
Howard Gray and Russell Gray, who
yet and chances look slim in that
have been spending a week in Balti
A
quarter. The coal is on the way from
more. Md., will arrive home Wednes
New York in the Sch. Irvin J. Luce.
day accompanied by Miss Eleanor
RELIABLE
The sardine boats are expected to ar
MADE TO ORDER
Pitt of Baltimore who will spend a
rive this week from Lubec and the
month at Friendship cottage.
W. F. TIBBETTS & CO.
COMMISSION HOUSE
weirmen say that herring are scarce.
W. J. Morse has sold his Ford tour
Fan, the valuable fox hound, belong
ing car to Riley Davis and has pur
SAIL MAKERS
ing to Almon Dunham, was badly in
chased a new 1921 Ford touring ear.
DRESSED CALVES
61 FRONT STREET
jured by a wire fence, but with a doc
Mr. and Mrs. A. It. Carl and Mr.
tor’s aid is recovering.
Building formerly occupied by
and Mrs. W. I. Rivers were in Waldo
A. J. Bird & Co.
Miss Wilda Hart of Sand Beach is
boro, Monday.
is the fact that after a woman has
LIVE AND DRESSED
ill.
TELEPHONE 225-R
Carl Webster of Somerville, Mass.,
who owns a summer home here, is
45-Th*S»t tf
used it once, she wants it again.
POULTRY
making extensive repairs on his build
SUNSHINE
ings.
From that time on, she judges all
SOUTH WARREN
Last Wednesday George CKzallis of
Mrs. L. H. Conary and son spent
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
this places lost his pocketbqFm contain
last week in Brooklyn visiting friends.
flours by William Tell and no other
Amasa Morse is having his house
Rodney McDonald has returned from
L ing about 515 while on his way home
from Friendship. The following Mon painted. Maurice Morse is doing the
Belfast Hospital.
day
while
returning
from
Thomaston
flour will satisfy her.
work.
Ralph Barter made an automobile
PROMPT RETURNS
he lost a valuable sweater. George
Harry and Maurice Lermond of
trip here last Tesday, visiting relatives (
was
feeling
pretty
blue
over
his
loss
Providence are visiting their aunt,
and friends. He returned to Deer Isle
until
Tuesday
of
this
week,
Thomas
William Teli wins its favor because
Mrs. Laura Copeland.
Sunday.
Nassar of Rockland, who drives a fruit
Mrs. Emma Counce of Thomaston
Capt. W. I. Conary and son Alfred T. H. WHEELER CO.
team
through
this
place
and
Friend

called on friends here Saturday.
came from Bar Harbor Tuesday and
it is always clean and pure and fine.
ship,
delivered
to
him
the
pocketbook
M. P. Orne, who has been spend
returned Wednesday.
which he had picked up in the road ing a month's vacation here, left for
93-101 Clinton Street
Mrs. Thomas DeCosta returned to.
Be sure-of best results by using
nearly a week ago and which contained Boston Sunday.
*
Portland Thursday.
the owner’s -name. Mr. Cazallls feels
The electrical storm which passed
BOSTON
Miss Annie Barter, daughter of W. G.
William Tell.
very grateful to Mr. Nassar.
over here Sunday struck a telephone
Barter was taken to Blue Hill Me-1
iM-cr-n
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney enter pole near the house of Frank Page,
morlal Hospital last Saturday. She
tained a party of 18 from Friendship splitting it from top to bottom.
It costs no more to use the
has been suffering from an attack of
cottage at their home last Monday
Good Will Grange Circle will meet
the heart. Her relatives and friends
rv<’n'r>K In honor of State Secretary for an all-day session Aug. 10.
best. Just tell your grocer—
hope for a speedy recovery.
E. H. Libby of Auburn, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Marshall of
Among the most recent arrivals for
the guest for a few days. Mrs. Mae South Portland and Alton Marshall
William Tell.
the summer months are Mr. and Mrs.
Middemas of Washington, D. C. pre of Portland, who have been visiting
W. S. Caouette of Boston. They are
Send at once for a phy
sided at the piano while Mr. E. H. Lib their brother, T. W. Marshall, re
spending their vacation with Mr. and
sician, but begin imme
by kept the organ busy. Several of turned home Monday.
Mrs. Herbert Conary.
the young ladies played the kazoos,
diately “emergency”
Mr. and Mrs. M. I’. Orne,, Mrs. Ad
Miss Marian Calloway of Baltimore, die Counce and Miss Cada Rurnham
treatment with Vicks. This
Every issue of The Courier-Gazette
Md. sang a number of solos. The visited the Fish Hatchery in Camden
does not interfere with any
carries the home news of Knox county
party broke up at a late hour after Friday.
internal medication thedoctor
to every State in the Union and to
having spent an evening long to be
may prescribe.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bucklin and son,
many foreign land*.
remembered.
Mr. and Mrs. L^ R. Bucklin and
daughter Eva motored to Augusta and
A. C. MOORE
Togus Sunday.
BE A BOOSTER I
DISTRIBUTORS
C. E. Overlook iz loading a car ot
TRADE AT HOMBI
PIANO TUNER
lumber at this station. He has orders
TAKE THE HOME PAPER I
from dllflTerent firms for II ears of
Wltk thu Main Untie Company
__ Oner 17 Million Jan UteJ Yearly
lumber.

MOVING

When they ask for more—they give the finest

tribute that can be paid to the housewife who

prides herself on her baking. The finest tri
bute paid to

WILLIAMTELL
FLOUR

AWNINGS, TENTS and
WAGON COVERS

p NEUMONIA

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE
GROCERY CO.,

VICKS

. W VapoRub
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Every-Other-Day
SOUND PLAN NEEDED

NEW LEASE OF LIFE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

QUARRY AND KILN.

BY 78-YEAR-OLD MAN Everybody Busy In All De
Fields S. Pendleton, Noted
Maine Shipmaster, Tells Tells Others How to Cure An
partments Of This Industry
Congressmen What
He
—Items From Bulletin 74.
Affliction With Which He
Thinks Is Desired.
Suffered Long.
L. R. R. R.—Charlie Lee is working

Page Five
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Everything for QUALITY

I

Augusta, f7.40a. m., 110.30 a. m., fl.30 p m. -t
B ingor, 110.30 a. in . 11.30 p. ni.
Bath.f7.40a.rn ,flO.30 a.m., fl.30p.in , {5.25p.m.
Boston . f7.40a. m., f 10.30a. in., fl.30 p m.
Brunswick, f7.10a. in., f 10.30 a. m„ + 1.30 p. :n.,
{5.25 p. m.
Lewiston, f 10.30 a. m., fl.30p. in., |5.2£ p. m.
New York, fl.30p. m., {5.25 p. m.

Philadelphia, Co.25 p. m.
Portland, f7.40 a. m., f 10.30 a. m., fl.30 p. in.;
{5.25 p. m.
Washington, C5.25 p. m.
Waterville, f7.40 a. m., f 10.30a. m., fl.30 p.m.
Woolwich, f7.40 a. m., fl0.30 a. m., fl.30 p.m.,
{5.25 p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday. *DaiIy. {Sunday only.
{ Daily, except Saturday.
C Tuesday. Thursday, Sunday. Will run Monday,
July 4, and Sept. 5.instead of July 3 and Sept. 4
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
7-2-21 . V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt,

in the repair shop.—Conductor Reed's
Acute need of the immediate adop
Lyman E. Hall, 78 years old. of 43
injured hand is getting along fine and
tion of an effective American shipping Main street, Springfield, Mass., writes
healing rapidly.—Asa Jackson returned
policy was emphasized by Fields the Priest Drug Co., Bangor, Me.: —
Pendleton in an address before the
to work this week. He has been out
For the past two years I have suf
congressional committee on merchant
several
weeks on account of injuries
marine and fisheries July 14. The fered from gas in the stomach anijhe to arm.—Foreman Burkett is playing
pain
at
times
and
often
was
very
sespeaker is a member of Pendleton
"practice” games of checkers at pres
HAT’S OUR IDEA in making
Bros., New York ship owners, opera ere, I cannot imagine any pain much ent, and has requested there be no
worse,
f'have
tried
many
remedies,
tors and ship brokers and is also con
report made of them In the Bulletin.—
CAMELS—the Quality Cigarette.
nected with Pendleton Bros. Inc. He also have had prescriptions filled but Engine 2 went into the shop Wednes
is thoroughly conversant with Ameri in my case they amounted to nothing. day morning for extensive repairs.
As
I
am
well
along
in
years
I
con

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
can shipping conditions and his words
How much is to be done depends on
Why, just buy Camels and look at the package!
carry the weight of authority. Mr. cluded it was useless trying to get rid what develops when it is taken apart.—
BANGOR LINE
Pendleton was speaking on the subject of this trouble. About four weeks Engine 5 came on duty last Wednes
SUMMER SCHEDULE
It
’
s
the
best
packing
science
has
devised
to
keep
since
I
was
induced
to
try
Priest
’
s
In

of the load line for American vessels
day morning all dolled up in new paint
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST ANO CAMDEN
and stressed the point that unless a digestion Powder. Well, I tried it and and lettering.
cigarettes fresh and full flavored for your taste.
Minor repairs were
.Leave Rockland daily including Sunday at 8
national policy is proclaimed at once to my surprise the effect was wonder made while in the shop. The "gine”
p. rn (Standard Time) for Boston
Leave R ickland dally Including Sunday at 5
the government will waste another ful. In my case this is something went on quarry duty with J. Smith as
Heavy paper outside—secure foil wrapping inside
a. m. (Standard Time) for Camden, Northport,
>4,000,000,000 on ships belonging to the more than I had any right to expect engineer and J. Curtis as fireman.
Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
and
I
take
pleasure
in
recommending
and the revenue stamp over the end to seal the pack
people. Here are his remarks in full
Return: Leave Boston dally Including Sunday
Point.—Barge 706 loaded 1400 barrels
to any one affected with stomach trou
as published in The Marine Journal:
nt 6 p. m. (Dalylight Saving Time) for Rock- /
selected at this shed.—Work on an or
ble
as
I
have
never
before
tried
any

land, Bangor and way landings.
age
and
keep
it
air-tight.
“Until the United States adopts a
der for 400 fish drums began Monday.
Leave Bangor daily including Sunday at 2 p.
shipping policy, so practical as to give thing like it. To any afflicted with —William M. and John Cunningham
ni. (Standard Time) for Winterport. Bucks
assurance of stability and permanence, stomach troubles, when every other Joined the cooper shop crew this week
port,
Belfast, Northport, Camden, Rockland and
And note this! There’s nothing flashy about the
Bcston.
so effective as to make manifest a remedy has failed, try this.
—
Waiter
Dudley,
formerly
of
this
Leave
Rockland dally Including Sundays at 5
For sale by all druggists. If your
profit on investment in American mer
Camel package. No extra wrappings that do not
a. m for Bar Harbor, Blue Hill and way land
shed, paid us a visit last week. He
chant ships, our great shipping prob dealer docs not carry Priest's Indi has been in Machiasport since last
ings Return—Leave Bar Harbor daily includ
gestion Powder, insist on him order
ing Sunday at 1 p m , Blue Hill 12.30 p. m.
lem will remain unsolved.
improve the smoke. N ot a cent of needless expense
fall.—Frank Bartlett
and Rodney
ing
it
from
the
wholesaler
or
Priest
for Rockland and way landings.
“The Government of the United
Lindsey,
kilnmen
and
Jobbers,
and
At Boston connection Is made with the Metthat must come out of the quality of the tobacco.
States is to blame for the lack of an Drug Co., Bangor, Me. Samples sent William Stevens, jobber, came on last
tropolltan Line passenger and freight steamers
efficient marine today. This is so be free. Mention paper in which you week.—Albert Hunt of the cooper shop
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
cause through cowardice or indif read this advertisement.—adv.
F. S. SHERMAN, Supt. R. S SHERMAN. Agent
has returned to his former position
Camels wonderful and exclusive Quality wins on
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, Maine.
ference the Government so far has
with the Edw. Bryant Co. in Rock
been unwilling to establish an Ameri or any better policy, let us have it; it port.
merit alone.
can shipping policy. We have tried should be adopted by the Government
Barrel Factory No. 1.—Five days'
Vinalhaven and Rockland
to ‘get by’ with an American Merchant so that American’s with capital to in production was 3729 barrels.—Schoon
Because, men smoke Cancels who want the
Marine without a policy, but conditions vest in merchant ships can look into er E. T. Hamor discharged 170,000
Steamboat Co.
daily and hourly prove that It is an it, and, if satisfied that it is effective, is staves Thursday.—Parker and Wing
taste and fragrance of the finest tobaccos, expertly
impossibility. W’e do not like to offend likely to be permanent, and is one that are the Raines of two new ones added
The direct route between
the other maritime powers—that's the will give them reasonable assurance of to the crew.
blended. Men smoke Camels for Camels smooth,
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
great trouble.
profit on their investment and the
Gregory.—No. 4 has filled out for re
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
"We seem to want to find an effect eventual return of their capital, in pairs.—The kilns were plugged Thurs
refreshing mildness and their freedom from ciga
.
SWAN’S ISLAND
ive American shipping policy that will duce them to take our merchant ships day Tor all day.—Barge 706 loaded 1711
be inoffensive to our maritime com off our Government’s hands.
retty aftertaste.
barrels selected and star from this
Summer Arrangement
petitors, and ‘there aint no such ani
'All of this should prove that the shed.—Kiln 7 has finished repairing
(Standard Time)
mal!”
Government must, first of all, adopt a and masons are -now working on No
Camels are made for men who think for them
In Effect MONDAY. JUNE 27. 1921
"Substituting pussyfooting for cour satisfactory protective American ship 3.—Barge Ampere arrived Tuesday
VINALHAVEN LINE
age we hold back—hold back in the ping policy. Whatever else the Gov from the Five-kilns to finish loading.—
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except
selves.
very thing that is essential to the so ernment does to help our merchant A. S. Leonard, formerly of this shed
Sunday, at 7 a. m. and 1 p. m. for Rockland.
lution of our shipping problem—hold marine, or itself in its ownership of a but who has been out for some time,
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)
t 9 30 a tn for ,Vinalhaven, and Tillson
back in the adoption of an American vast merchant shipping, is largely has returned to work.—Mr. Sawyer's
Wharf at 3.30 p. in., and Maine Central Wharf
shipping policy.
time wasted until a shipping policy is crew put new side walls in fire-box of
at 3.50 p m for North Haven (when train pas
"American investors must be con adopted.
sengers) and Vinalhaven.
boiler last Thursday. It was a warm
vinced that there is not only a profit
"No one could Ijave dreamed that a job.—Thelma York, step-daughter, of
STONINGTON and SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
in investment in an American Mer condition of Government ownership of Louie of No. 1, asists him by stencil
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
chant Marine, but that there is satis an American Merchant Marine would ing barrels, heading up, etc.—Sub
Sunday at 5 30 a. m., Stonington. 6.45 a. m ,
and
North Haven at 7 45 a. m., for Rockland.
factory assurance of the return of the ever arise that would force the Gov foreman Davis returned to work this
Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at
capital invested; and such conviction ernment to adopt an American ship week after an absence of ten days on
1.30 p m , for North Haven, Stonington, Isle
is Impossible without the existence of ping policy, in order to save itself the account of sickness.
an Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
permitting), and Swan’s Island.
an effective and permanent American loss of hundreds of millions of dollars
Five Kilns.—All selected is this
Note—Steamer will land at Maine Central
shipping policy.
a year—if that were all the relief it week's schedule.—Lighters Sophia and
Wharf when passengers for 10.30 a m. train.
The United States Government has sought. But if, sincerely, it desires to Radium loaded 4023 barrels from this
W S WHITE.
General Manager.
created a Frankenstein—a monster have our merchant marine grow and shed for barge 706.—William Haines
that may destroy it if it lacks the cour expand, then it must adopt a shipping came on Sunday after an absence of
SUMMER TIME TABLE
age to deal with it so tt can be made policy. Easily, In the years ahead four days on account of sickness.—The
of STEAMER CASTINE
a blessing and a great national pro before existing Government owned trimming crew were at the North End
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY, Winston-Salem, N. C,
tector, second only to an efficient navy merchant ships wear out or are lost, Tuesday helping out on lime for the
CAMDEN. WEST ISLESBORO. NORTHPORT,
To help the Allies win the war we or scrapped, our Government can ex Amfiere.—Owing to serious illness in
CASTINE and BELFAST LINE
created a four-billion-doilar merchant pend another three or four billion his family William Staples was out all
Year Round Service, Standard Time.
marine, a merchant marine such as we dollars on them, if it refuses to adopt last week.
He returned Monday.—
Leaves Cannlen every morning on arrival of
needed for our own foreign carrying, an American shipping policy that will The Ampere arrived Saturday night
electric car from Rockland at 8.00 a. m., Sun
but which need we had been indifferent cause American capital to buy the and Monday loaded 2000 barrels se were not others to obey God and sev
Norma Lees, Mrs. William Wallace day excepted
FRIENDSHIP
leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
to and had ignored. Unwilling to sup merchant ships from the Government. lected and departed for the Gregory eral hands were raised. Another bap
Vincent Wallace, Miss Norma Anness, 2 Returning,
p ni. for Northport, Castine, West Islesboro,
ply our own national needs in creat Is the Government’s unwillingness to Tuesday.—A total production of 2708 tism was announced to be held in the
Benjamin Glidden. Mrs. C. E. Morse and Catnden, arriving at 4 25 in time for the
Pearl Libbey of Waldoboro called on and daughters. Miss Jessie Weaver, car for Rockland
ing a merchant marine of our own adopt SOch a shipping policy going to for the three kilnjs were running pretty near future. Mr. Greenwood con
COOMBS BROS.. Belfast. Ma.
which we actually needed, we were cause it to waste another three or four well for hot weather days and the cluded his labors in East Waldoboro Mrs. Sadie Miller Saturday.
Mrs. Alice Foote, Miss Dorothy Walker,
14-tf
Managers
Mrs. Dalton Wotton, Mrs. Gertie Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Jameson, Henry
willing without stint as to expense to billion dollars on its merchant ships?” numerous shifts and difficulties inci Tuesday’ evening.
Simmons and Miss Amy Simmons C. Magee, Mrs. Frank Booth and friend,
create such a marine for the salvation
dental to carnival week.
Estate of Augusta K. Titus.
spent Tuesday with Mrs. Wotton’s Mrs. C. Brassier and friend. Miss
of our Allies.
New Kilns.—Air pipes for the moni
POSTMASTER EXAMINATION
STATE OF MAINE.
sister, Mrs. Mullhai at Hatchet Cove. Grace Mayo, Miss Anne Gay and Mr. Knox, ss
tors have been installed.—Glass in
Established Out of Chaos
ROCKVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Orris Cook motored to
At
a
Probate
Court held at Rockland in and
skip-hoist house has all been set to For Town of Friendship, Paying a
and Mrs. R. Willey.
"Our merchant marine was estab
for said County of Knox in vacation on the
Waldoboro Saturday,
Miss
Norma
Anness
of
Brooklyn.
keep
out
the
rain.
—
J.
Seavey
and
E.
Salary
of
>734.
lished out of chaos, lacking commercial
Mrs. Enoch Rawley has
guest
Mrs. Clarence Miller went auto riJ- N. Y„ who has been visiting at Old 25th day of July, in the year of our Lord, one
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-one.
purpose, or objective and direction— Jlrj McCoy of Jamaica Plain, Mass. Anderson have been transferred to the
ing with the Jamesons Monday.
A petition asking for tho appointment of Eva
Comfortable. Martins Point returned
machinist
crew.
—
Coal
crushing
ma

The
United
States
Civil
Service
Miss Mabel Oxton and Mrs. Lois
lacking in fact, a policy; and, when
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Wotton, and
E Kenney as administratrix on the estate of
Augusta K Titus late of Appleton, in said
its military needs had been served we Wentworth spent last Friday at Cres chinery is all in and the erection of Commission has announced an exami Julia and Barbara Wotton have re- Sunday to New York.
elevator for coal pocket begyn.—The nation to be held at Rockland on Sept.
George Weaver and his bride 'of six County, having been presented and application
found ourselves' helpless—our mer cent Beach.
turned to New York.
months arrived Monday from Boston having been made that no bond be required of
Our Sunday school was organized storage building roof was completed 3, 1921, as a result of which it is ex
chant marine is a derelict.
Rev. Albert Whitten was in Hath
administratrix.
Saturday with exception of fitting col pected to make certification to fill a
for a two weeks' stay at the cottage of Mid
"In 1914—before the outbreak of the Sunday for the summer months.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
Tuesday.
lars
around
storage
bins.
W
’
ork
or.
contemplated
vacancy
ln
the
position
his
father
Herbert
Weaver.
persons interested, by causing a copy of tills
Mrs. Hattie Oliver of Rockland is
European war—our merchant marine
Albion Wotton has had lightning
Miss Etta Glidden returned to Bos Order to be published threo weeks successively
the collars began Monday.—Concrete of fourth-class postmaster at Friend
in foreign trade aggregated a million boarding with Mrs. Percy Fisk.
rods put on his house and barn.
in the Courier-Gazette a newspaper published
foundation
for
the
steel
stack
for
boil

ton
Monday.
She
expects
to
return
to
ship,
and
other
vacancies
as
they
may
Sylvester Barrows is harvesting his
tons; now it aggregates twelve mil
at Rockland, in said County, on the 16th day of
Rev. Daniel Pelley and family are
August, A. D. 1921, at nine o’clock io tiie fore
lion tons; with our one million tons blueberries, and Adelbert Babbidge is er was completed Saturday. This junk occur at that office, unless it shall be camping at Venie Whitney's house for Martins Point in Septemeber.
of concrete is 6 feet 4 inches square and decided in the interests of the service
Mrs. George Walker was entertained noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
we carried 10 per cent, of our foreign also harvesting his.
a vacation of two weeks.
by friends from Thomaston who mo the prayer of the petitioner should not be
Mrs. A. H. Ricker and son Earl of 10 feet in height. It rests on solid to fill the vacancy b£ reinstatement.
trade, but with our twelve million tons
Frank Geyer, Mrs. Clyde Brown and
granted.
ADELBERT I. MILES, Judge of Probate.
we carry but 35 per cent, of our foreign Portland and Charles Overstreet of ledge.—Work of brick-work around The compensation of the postmaster Chester Brown spent Sunday with tored to Martins Point with a basket
A true COp■, Attest :
lunch.
trade. It is not that our trade has so Texas called on Mrs. Sophronia boiler is still in progress. When this at this office was >734 for the last Mrs. Chester Bennett.
89Th95
HENRY II PAY AON, Rcgls’er.
work
is
completed
we
’
ll
get
Prof.
Mr. and Mrs. James Cassell of
fiscal year.
Ewell and family Saturday.
increased in bulk that 35 per cent,
Mr. and Mrs. William gherriff
Applicants must have reached their
Chelsea, Mass, are visiting Mrs,
Estate of Harriet M. Robbins
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barrows, who Knights to tell us how many brick it
all we could hope to carry of it; but
two daughters have returned home To
NOTICE
George Magee. Mr. and Mrs. Cassell
have been spending the last two weeks took. What has been used already 21st birthday on the date of the ex Wollaston, Mass.
it is because our merchant marine
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
would
build
a
small
brick
block.
—
amination,
with
the
exception
that
in
have
their
summer
home
in
Waldo

at
their
summer
home
here,
left
Satur

July
19,
1921,
she
was
duly appointed admin
so inefficiently managed, by and large,
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Wotton of Hyde
istratrix of tiie estate of Harriet M Robbins,
that it only accomplishes about half day morning by auto for Newtonville. Schooner Lydia M. Webster arrived in a State where women are declared by Park, Mass, are spending two weeks boro.
Mrs. J. Tufts, her grandson K. late of Union in the County of Knox, deceas
Miss Olive Tolman has returned with a cargo of 30,400 brick Saturday statute to be of full age for all pur here.
what it should accomplish.
Great
and on this date was qualified to fill said
morning. In 114 hours Paul’s crew- poses at 18 years, women 18 years
Anthony Faunce and Miss Welsh ar ed,
Britain's shipping has not increased home to spend the month of August.
trust by giving bond as the law directs
had
taken
off
10,000
brick,
which
was
of
age
on
the
date
of
the
examination
rived
Tuesday
to
visit
Mrs.
C
All
persons having demands against the es
Miss Helen Weeks is visiting Miss
over what it was in pre-war times,
good work for the morning after pay will be admitted. Applicants must re
MARTIN'S POINT.
tate, are desired to present the same for settle
Brassier.
but it carries as large a proportion of Ida Pettingili.
ment,
and all indebted thereto are required to
Annual sale under auspices of
Mrs. Charles Savage of Razorville day. The remainder of cargo went to side within the territory supplied by
the world's foreign commerce now as
make payment immediately to me or A. S.
the
Point.
the
postoflice
for
which
the
examina

the
Ladies'
Aid
of
Friendship
’
has
been
The
annual
exursion
Co
Monhegan
Littlefield, Rockland, Maine, my legally ap
it carried in 1914—It is so much more is the guest of Mrs. Oscar Carroll.
By-Products.—Frank Lake has re tion is announced. The examination took place Friday with 27 passengers: postponed to next Wednesday.
pointed Agent for Maine.
efficient than ours is.
HARRIET L REEVE.
turned and gone to work on the night is open to all citizens of the United Dr. Reginald Ludwig, Dr. Herbert
A
porch
dance
was
held
at
Old
Com
“It is not to be expected that this
Syracuse. N. Y.
shift in the mill.—Engine 4 of the Etates who can comply with the re Squires, Dr. and Mi's. R. O. Lees, Miss fortalile Saturday evening. Among the July 19, 1921.
FRENCHBORO.
July 28-Aug 4-11
country could be catapulted into in
Limerock railroad was derailed Mon quirements.
guests
were:
Dr.
and
Mrs.
R.
O.
Lees,
tricacies of the shipping business from
Estate of John R. Swears
day afternoon near Pine street. It took
Application blanks, Form 1753, and
Dr. H. Squires, Mrs. W. Wallace. Mrs
WE CARRY IN STOCK
which it had been absent for two gen • Rev. William M. Brewster of Rock about three hours to replace it. Broken
1
NOTICE
A. Foote, Vincent Wallace, Benjamin The subscriber
hereby gives notice that on
erations and acquit itself as well as its land has been viisiting Mr. and Mrs brake connection on engine and one full information concerning the re
quirements
of
the
examination
can
be
Gl^den,
Hubbard
Carpenter.
Kenneth
July 19, 1921, she was duly appointed admin
great foreign rival, in the twinkling of Nathan Osier this last week. All the car damaged was extent of damage.
Haviland, Wesley Jameson, Harry istratrix of the estate of .lohn R. Swears late
an eye, or over night, so as to speak people enjoyed his meetings very —When Mike Amata and family ar secured from the postmaster at the
of Vinalhaven in the County of Knox, deceased,
place
of
vacancy
or
from
the
United
Magee,
Richard
Stenger,
John
Eaton,
But, If it is to retain its marine, and much, hoping he will come back again rived home last Saturday evening
and on this date was qualified to fill said trust
States Civil Service Commission,
Misses Norma Lees, Norma Anness by giving bond as the law directs.
Mrs. Izara Lunt is at Bar Harbor
develop and maintain it in foreign
about
11
o'clock
they
found
that
the
Washington,
D.
C.
Applications
Alice Jameson, Susan Ann Morse, All persons having demands against the es
trade, it must protect it against foreign hospital for an operation.
are desired to present the same for set
Elizabeth Morse, Jessie Weaver, Emily tate,
Mrs. Charles Wallace left last week house had been entered during their should be properly executed and filed
competition. It was unwillingness to
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are required
absence and a quantity of Jewelery, a
Glidden,
Grace
Mayo
und
Dorothy
to
make
payment immediately to
protect a Merchant Marine in foreign for Bar Harbor to visit her sister, Mrs watch, revolver, and other small arti with the Commission at Washington,
which are approved by fhe
at the earliest practicable date.
ELIZA E SWEARS,
Walker.
trade, before the European war, that Cora Richards who is ill.
PUBLIC UTILITIES COM.
Vinalhaven, Me.
cles
taken
away.
It
was
a
hurry-up
F. W. Sawyer has two vessels at
found us practically without one. Our
July 19, 1921.
July 28-Aug 4-11
Job
for
things
had
been
pretty
well
TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS.
Ford sizes $1.00 per pair, installed
SHERIFF’S SALE.
continued unwillingness to protect our ■Richea Head loading with pulp wood mussed up, and was edivently done by
Estate of Edgar C. Davis
STATE OF MAINE
Other sizes in proportion
Frank Lunt is the guest of Mr. and
present American Merchant Marine
NOTICE
County of Knox, ss
Aug 2, 1921
someone acquainted with the move
The
columns
of
The
Courier-Gazette
Mrs.
Leonard
Lunt.
Tiie subscriber hereby gives notice that on
will result in our losing it; but the
Taken this second day of August on execu
ments of the family.
July
19,
1921,
she
was duly appointed admin
frequently
convey
the
news
that
the
W.
H.
GLOVER
CO.
Mrs.
Everett
Lunt
and
daughter,
tion
dated
July
11,
1921,
Issued
on
a
Judg
loss, happily, in great part; will be
ment rendered by t4io Police Court for the istratrix of the estate of Edgar C. Davis, late
boys
and
girls
are
coming
back
to
the
the nation's, rather than individual Mrs. William Teel spent Old Home
453
MAIN
STREET
of
Rockland,
in
the
County of Knox, deceased,
city
of
Rockland
at.
the
term
thereof
begun
and
AGED CONVERTS BAPTIZED
Week at Rockland.
losses. American private owners
85-tf
held on the first Tuesday of June A. D 1921, without bond as the law directs, and on this
old place to spend a time amid the sur
date
was
qualified
to
fill said trust
Mrs.
Cassie
Hart
and
son
Merrill
are
to
wit
on
the
seventh
day
of
June,
1921,
In
American shipping can place it under
Storer's Pond the Scene of Admini roundings of their youth. It's great to
All persons having demands against the es
favor of the Talbot Insurance Agency, a cor
Estate of Merritt H. Hylor.
foreign flags-and operate it at the same visiting relatives here.
tate,
are
desired
to
present
the same for set
poration existing under the laws of the State
STATE OF MAINE.
be able to do so. Keeping in touch
stration of the Ordinance.
Miss Fronie Teel dnd Raymond Teel
profit that foreigners operate their
tlement. and all indebted thereto are required
with the old familiar places Keeps one To the Honorable, tiie Judge of ’lie Probate of Maine, and having its principal place of to
are
making
a
big
improvement
in
re
make payment immediately to
business, in Camden, in the County of Knox,
Court in and for the County of Knox.
ships under the foreign flags; and if
A most impressive service was held young.
CARRIE 8. DAVIS.
Respectfully represents Bertha A. Leadbetter State of Maine, against Byron L. Ryder of
tha American Government persists in pairing their home. Mr. Pettee and
Rockland, 'Maine.
I read the other day that Will Delay of Rockland, guardian of Merritt H Hyler. that Rockport in said County Hnd State for four
last
Sunday
afternoon,
when
several
son
Clifton,
who
have
been
doing
the
refusing to adopt an American marl
July
19.
1921.
July 28-Aug 4-11
teen
dollars
and
eighty-three
cents
debt
or
said
minor
is
tiie
owner
of
certain
Real
Estate,
was in town, first time for 20 years.
time policy, that is what will eventual carpenter work, returned to Seal Har of the converts from the Greenwood He promised me last year that he situated in Warren ln said County, anl describ damage, and five dollars and ninety-four cents
Estate of Cynthia Thomas
as follows, viz: On third undivided of a cost of suit, and will be sold nt public auction
ly happen, or our ships will rot at their bor for a few weeks. They will flnttsh meetings were baptized at Storer’s^ would go to Maine in his truck, tie it ed
NOTICE
certain lot or parcel of land bounded and de on tiie premises in said Rockport, to the high
Tiie
subscriber
gives notice that on
moorings, while our foreign rivals re the work later.
Pond, North Waldoboro. All day long to a tree in Frank Hart's yard and scribed as follows, to wit: Situated in said est bidder on the sixtli day of September, 1921 March 15th, 1921, hereby
she
wns duly appointed ad
capture our foreign carrying. Freight
Warren, beginning on tiie west side of St. at two o’clock in the afternoon, tiie following
the weather had been inclement, tor stay a month. -Jle’s a man of his word. Georges
ministratrix
of
the
estate
of Cynthia Thomas,
River at land of heirs of Job Spear, described real estate and all the right, title
rates today are so low as to mean
rents of rain falling, but the exercises
Very soon Wint. will be along and deceased; thence westerly by said Spear land and interest which the said Byron L. Ryder, late of North Haven, In the County of Knox,
GREEN'S ISLAND
loss to American ships, while still
deceased,
and
on
April
20.
was qualified
were carried out as planned. An im get the good steamer Alice in commis to the back river brook, so called; thence north has and had in and to the same on tiie 5th day to fill said trust by giving1981,
bond as the law
yielding a profit to foreign ships
May, 1921, at 10.00 o’clock in the forenoon,
pressive sight was witnessed as the sion—if he can—and all will go as erly by said brook, about 40 rods to land of of
directs
Samuel Spear; thence easterly by said Samuel the time when the same was attached on the
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witham. who candidates came in procession down merry as a marriage bell.
which means that the American ships
All persons having demands against the es
Spear’s land and land of Edward E. Cutting, writ in the same suit, to wit:
will be forced to lay up to avoid a loss, went to the city last Wednesday af the hill, dressed in white robes, from
Well, go it fellows! You'll never be and land formerly owned by Miles Cob'.) io tinA certain lot or parcel of land with the tate, are desired to present the same for set
while the foreign ships will be able to ternoon to attend the Old Home Week the house where preparations had been young but once. Catch all the fish, and river aforesaid; thence southerly by said river building thereon, situated in said Rockport, tlement, and all indebted thereto are required
make payment Immediately to me or to
keep running because earning a profit celebration, returned Saturday even made. Despite threatening clouds, pick all the berries possible—but keep to the first bounds, containing 130 acres more hounded and described as follows, to wit:—be to
or less. Also including all buildings on above ginning at the southeasterly corner of the J Arthur S. Littlefield of Rockland, Maine, my
"The Government of the United ing. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Haggett of automobiles had come for miles, some away from poison ivy and hornets described
E M. Wright lot, so-called on Pleasant Street legally appointed Agent for Maine,
lot.
ELLA J GOULD.
States cannot place Its ships under Rockland returned with them to finish as far away as Appleton, and were nests. Carpe Diem.
Also one-third undivided of another certiln thence N 58 deg. E. adjoining said Wright lot
Boze.
35 Tufts St, Cambridge, Mass.
lot or parcel of land, bounded and described sixty feet to the northeast corner of said
foreign flags in order to operate the remainder of their vacation, as ranged side by side, overlooking the
July
26,
1921.
July 28-Aug. 4-11
as follows, to wit: Situated in said Warren, lo Wright lot; thence S 32 deg ninety feet to
them at a profit, instead of a loss— in they were called away on account of shore.
ginning at a stake and stones on the east side stake and stones; thence S 58 deg W. sixty
Estate
of
James
A.
Creamer
MOUNT
PLEASANT
the
sudden
death
of
Mr.
Haggett's
short, our shipping problem has be
of the town road adjoining tiie above described feet to said Pleasant Street; thence N. 32 deg.
Rev. George B. Davis of North Wal
NOTICE
come a peculiar governmental problem uncle.
lot and running northerly by said road, 16 rods W. by said Streot ninety feet to place of be
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
doboro, Rev. Samuel Russell, pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins and
Mrs. Hervey P. McGilvery of Auburn and 9 links to stake and stones; thence E ginning; meaning and intending to convey the July 19, 1921, he was duly appointed admin
and, in that respect, it is a mighty good
known as the A. I*. Corthell homestead istrator of the estate of James A. Creamer, late
Harry Robbins were guests of Mrs. of the First Baptist church in Buffalo, J and three of her children, Winona, alwjut 2 deg. S. 41 rods to stake and stones; place
thing that it is so.
Being a pavU of the same premises conveyed
N. Y„ and Evangelist Lawrence B.
thence N. about 2 deg E. 8 rods and 20 links
Cushing, in Che County of Knox, deceased,
Elmira Henderson at Glencove several Greenwood met the candidates at the Gerald and Anita have been visiting to stake and stones; thence E. about 2 deg. 8. to Byron L. Ryder by Sarah D. Upham by deed of
Must Meet Competition
and on this date was qualified to fill said trust
days last week.
< her brother T. J. Carroll.
Clifford to the edge of the channel of Georges River; dated Feb 3rd, 1910, recorded in Knox Reg by giving bond as the law directs.
water's
edge.
There
was
no
lack
of
"The reason it Is necessary for the
Charles Goring and family of Au
Carroll and his son Donald, were also thence southerly by the same, to the northeast Book 150 Page 94; to wit; the land and build
All persons having demands against the es
of first described lot; thence west by ings thereon first described;
United States to adopt a protectiv burndale. Mass., are at Sea View for a reverent throng, as one worked ’ visitors.
tate, aro desired to present the same for set
The party returned to corner
Also
another
certain
lot
or
parcel
of
land
the
same
to
first
bounds,
containing
about
20
about
and
along
the
shore.
After
a
tlement, aud all indebted thereto are required
shipping policy is because it can two weeks.
Auburn in Mr. Carroll’s car Monday.
situated In said Rockport, bounded and de to make payment immediately to
acres, more or less
neither build nor operate ships
Frederick Noyes of Vinalhaven was few preliminary remarks, Rev. Mr.
Blueberries are plentiful here and That it would be for the benefit of said minor scribed as follows, to witbeginning on the
ORRIN W. CREAMER.
Dairo
baptized
a
woman
81
years
of
close competition with foreign Ships. at the lighthouse during keeper Robthat said Real Estate should be sold and the southerly side of Pleasant street and opposite
Cushing. Maine
age, she being one of a group of eight the pickers are getting good prices. proceeds placed at interest. Wherefore your the lot above described at a point in said July 19, 1921.
July 28-Aug 4-11
For American ships to succeed in for bin’s absence.
Raspberries have been plentiful also,
petitioner pray that be may be licensed to sell street line easterly of the northeast corner of
who
were
reached
In
this
campaign,
elgn carrying they must be fortified; in
Estate of Laforest Spear May.
and convey said Real Estate at public or pri tiie shed on the premises below described
Sunday's electrical storm was quite
four of whom were over 70 years of p Gardens and -orchards are looking vate sale for the purpose aforesaid
some way, to meet cheaper foreign severe.
thence S 62 deg. W. sixty feet to tiie Hark
NOTICE
1
well.
The
fall
web
worm
is
getting
ness
line;
this
line
passed
within
one
foot
of
The
subscriber
hereby gives notice that on
Dated at Rockland this twenty-second day of
competition. This necessitates a pro
Bradford Bray spent the weekend at age and four over 80. Prayer was , in its work. This pest appears to be July,
the
easterly
end
of
the
shed
above
described
July
19,
1921.
he
was
duly appointed admin
A
D.
1981
then offered by Rev. Mr. Russell, who
tective governmental policy. The pre North Haven.
thence N. 28 deg. W. one hundred and four feet istrator of the estate of Lnforest Spear May,
BERTHA A. LEADBETER.
had come over from his Sunday ser increasing in numbers.
ferable policy is one that will create
to stake and stones; thence N. 62 deg E. sixty late of Rockland, in tiie County of Knox, with
feet to said street line one hundred and four out bond as the law directs, and on this date
vice at Rockland to assist in the ex
Knox County.
such a preference for the American
Estate of Frank L. Dyer
Parthian Shot.
In Probate Court at Rockland, in vacation on feet to place of beginning; also a right of was qualified to fill said trust.
ercises.
' ship, in carrying our foreign commerce
NOTICE
way as now traveled across to the lot adjoining
All persons having demands against the es
the
twenty-fifth
day
of
July
A.
I)
1921.
"I
^wonder,"
remarked
one
woman,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
It was a scene never to be forgot
as to compel shippers to use it; and
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That no the above described lot on the North ; and also tate, are desired to present the same for set
19, 1921, he was duly appointed executor tice
another right of way across the lot adjoining tlement, and all Indebted thereto are required
this should be done without recourse “what the other club members really ten as husbands and .wives walked July
be
given,
by
publishing
a
copy
of
said
pe

of the late will and testament of Frank L. Dyer
out Into the lake and w-ere baptized ! late of Vinalhaven, in the County of Knox, tition, with this order thereon, once a week the above lot on the South; both of sufficient to make payment immediately to
•
to the national treasury. That Is the think of nie.”
EDWARD 8 MAY,
three weeks successively, prior to the six width for teams and carriages. See deed of
way it was done during the three
“I hesitate to tell you what I've together. Every moment the clouds deceased, without bond as the will directs, and for
Rockland, Maine.
teenth day of August next, in the Courier-Ga Sarah D. Upham to Byron L. Ryder, dated
tills date was qualified to -All said trust.
quarters of a century that preceded the heard," said Iter sour-faced companion. threatened to pour down a torrent, onAll
Feb 3rd, 1910, Knox Reg Book 150. Page 94. July 19, 1921.
July 28-Aug 4-11
zette,
a
newspaper
printed
in
Rockland,
that
all
persons having demands against the es persons interested may attend at a Court of
C. E. HARRINGTON,
Cvil War when, instead of a shipping
"If you'd heard anything bad, you yot all were as quiet as though It tate, are desired to present the same for set
98Th98
Deputy Sheriff.
then to be held in Rockland, and show
Every Issue of The Courier-Gazette
problem we had a prosperous and pro wouldn't hesitate, so It's all right. were a clear, still sky. On all hands tlement, and all indebted thereto are required Probate
cause,
if
any,
why
the
prayer
of
said
petition
Telephone that Item ot news to The carries the home news of Knox county
titable shipping—an adequate pro Thank you so much. Good-by.”—Baa- expressions were heard of the effec , to make payment immediately to
should
not
be granted.
REUBEN A. WADSWORTH,
tiveness of the service. At the con (
Courler-Gaxette, where thousands of to every State In the Union and to
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge
tected shipping.
Vinalhaven, Maine.
muny foreigu lauds.
89Th95
readers will see It,
clusion Mr. Russell asked if there | July 19, 1921.
"If there is any other effective policy, ton Transcript
July 28-Aug. 4*11

-nothing for show

T
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I the guest of her daughter, Mrs. W. E.
Easton.
I Mrs. Waldo Tyler and two children
tSarljrarli
Several families in town are enjoy
of South Thomaston are guests of Mr.
ing the electric lights as well as other
and Mrs Ralph Tyler
electric conveniences. The whole town
| Miss Monira Gregory of Glencove
THE
LOWEST PRE-WAR PRICES
will soon be lighted by electricity. •
has been the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Rehearsals of the comedy drama
i David Crockett, this week.
PHOTOGRAPHER
Everything
advertised
in our ad of Large plain ........................................... 25c
Katy Did is in progress which will be
' Mrs. Walter Barthelmy of Arlington, July 28th remain at the same price ex Medium Plain ...................................... 15c
given for the benetit of the church aid
Is now in Rockland and Camden
Mass, is the guest of Miss Stella Derry - cept a few articles mentioned below, Medium Baked Beans Tomato sauce
On Power Machines
society Aug: 9. The semi-annual fair
For Information or Appointments ■ Herbert S. Gardner of Providence, which have changed slightly.
............................................................ 15c
will be held on the afternoon of the
I R. I. is spending his vacation in town
Call or Address
same day. This affords a splendid op
as a guest of Mrs. Gardner’s parents, Smoked Shoulders, lb......................... 19c
For everything else see our adv. of
portunity to secure gifts of all kinds
] Mr. and Mrs. Fred Packard. Mrs. Boned Ham, sliced, lb......................... 45c July 28.
SOUTH THOMASTON
MISS KENT
useful as well as ornamental. Don't
i Gardner has been here several weeks. The same, whole Ham, weighing
forget the date and come.
It is a good thing to see where your
about 10 lb, per lb........................... 35c
THE WHITEHALL, CAMDEN
Mrs. William Ryder of Brewer is the
Francis Mingels of Walpole is the
A baseball twilight league has been
food comes from and we would be
guest
of
her
brother,
E.
G.
Young
and
Flavo.or*
William
Tell
Flour,
bag
S6-t6
organized in town and several inter guest at the home of Elmer Rackliff.
Barrel of 8 bags ............................... $9.50 pleased to have you call and inspect
her sister Mrs. Alvah Greenlaw.
esting games have been played. It is
George Dyer of Waltham. Mass, Is Brooms, each .................. 35c, 3 for $1.00 our goods and our new sanitary refrig
a very commendable thing to have
erator meat cases. You can see all
The best broom on a cane handle
68tf
spending a few days in town.
Those small ads ln The Courierclean sports and every one should be
CAMDEN
and a very nice Broom 50c, 3 for 1.35 the meat through the glass—and it is
Keith Wasgatt, who has been visit
interested.
Gazette are read by every body. That
ing relatives at Vinalhaven, has re- 16 quart Galvanized Water Pail.......40c the best the market affords.
The Grange contest is still on and is ia why they are so popular and
Seaside Chapter, O. E. S. was well turned home.
Fine graulatod Sugar 2, 5 and 10 lb.
Also examine our new sanitary
For Sale
waxing warmer each night. Every
represented Tuesday at Penobscot
Miss Mary Davis left Wednesday for
per lb................................... -.IVtK counters for groceries... You can see
body come and see that "every even bring Immediate returna.
FOR SALE—Edison phonograph,, with records.
a
visit
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
H.
L.
100
lbs.
bags
...................................
$7.00
.
all
bulk
goods
through
the
glass.
We
View Grange hall when the annual
92»tf
ing ain’t we got fun.”
Forhan, Woodfords.
Confectionery Sugar ........ ................. 10c 1 aro equipped with all modern fixtures, Excellent condition. TEL 286-12
Field Day was observed.
Dr. Howard B. Grose of New York
FOR SALE—1921 7-Passenger Buick Tour
Miss Maude Drinkv.ater has left the -«nned **«»«• ®»ely June, sifted | the best money can buy... Everything
will be the speaker at the Baptist
ing Car, run less than 3000 miles, just like
The Philathea Club will have a pic employ of the Direct Importing Co.
each —................................................ 15c j has a price card on it, and you car new
and mechaniically perfect, completely
church Sunday morning at 10.30. Spe
nic at C. A. Mathews’ farm, Hosmer and will leave soon to enter the Win- Asparagus Tips, per can ... .............. 38c see how clean and sanitary it is, and equipped, all cord tires, one extra. Price for
cial music will be rendered by the
quick
sale $1450. Address A C. JONES, 5
how
reasonable
the
prices
are.
throp
Training
School
for
nurses.
'
aalCan
Grated
Pineapple
..........
70c
Pond. Aug. 11. A picnic lunch will be
choir. The ordinance of the Lord’s
Talbot Ave., Rockland, Maine, telephone 776-R.
Chicago. Miss Edna Smith is to be 7ed Karo Syrup, per can.................. 18c
THOMASTON,
ME.
served
at
12
o
’
clock
and
each
member
supper will be observed at the close
FOR SALE—Pair of black horses. 2760
employed in her place.
*ew eC»bb.g., per lb..... ................... ;bc
of the preaching service. Evening ser
pounds, clever and right In every respect.
may have one guest. Take dishes and
Osborne B. Creamer was found dead New Sweet Potatoes, per lb... ........... 10c
Tlirough
work and have no
vices at 7 o'clock with bright song
Children’s Nainsook Sleeping Gar silver. Postcards will be sent to each in bed on Monday morning by his wife. New Irish Potatoes, good and large
CASH AND further usewithfor season's
them. Price reasonable. WIL
service.
member regarding transportation,
ments, pink bastite with blue trim
LIAM
W.
BVTLEIt,
Mt.
Bettox Farm. Tel.
having retired Sunday night In his
onM pk........ •-..... 45e Per bu«hel
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Thomas and
179-14.
92tf
CARRY
mings
...............
...........................
$1.69 i The Woman's Republican Club of usual good health. Death is supposed i".ar9e APe*rs’ , ....... '........................
little son Milton have returned to
Knox County is now in the process of to have been caused by heart trouble. New Apples pk....... .................
FOR SALE—One Ford Touring Car, one light
.....
25c
their home in Somerville, after visit
Another lot of the 40-inch Un organization and the regular monthly The deceased was born in Waldoboro Cantaloupes, large size ...... .,..2 for 25c
Price right H. T RISING, 5 Pur
MARKET delivery
chase St. Tel 737-12.
92*94
ing Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas.
meeting will be held at Mrs. Adriel U.
Pint Preserving Jars
bleached Cotton .........................12%c
$1.10
48
years
ago,
but
had
resided
in
this
Miss Rubie C. Woodcock is spend
Main and Willow Streeta
Bird’s residence, 37 Limerock street,
FOR SALE—Oakland Touring Car 1916 model
town
for
several
years.
He
had
a
ln good condition. Cheap for cash. Apply at
ing the month of August at Christmas
10% discount on Toilet Goods
Rockland this evening at 7.30. A fine large circle of friends who are shocked Heinz Real Oven Baked Beans just
92*94
Telephone 105 : : : : : ROCKLAND 43 ELM STREET. Camden, Me.
Cove where she has employment.
received at new low prices.
attendance is urged. All Camden woto
learn
of
his
sudden
death.
To
his
Mrs. William Belasco and daughter
FOR SALE—A colt. 3 months old. ALBERT
Ladies’ Home Journal Patterns
i men interested in the Republican
wife is tendered deep sympathy. The
NELSON, St. George Road, Thomaston.
Phyllis have been visiting relatives
party are cordially invited to be
Edison Phonograph Records.
92*94
funeral was held on Wednesday afterROCKPORT
in Waldoboro the past two weeks.
present at this meeting.
nopn at 2 o’clock and the interment
FOR
SALE
—
Ideal
home,
12
rooms
Including
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
The Wilson Corporation have pur
Portraits and Enlargements
bath room, modern improvements, in good con
was in the Mountain street cemetery.
held a very successful meeting at
Capt. and Mrs. E. O. Patterson of
chased the undertaking business of
Framing and Films Finished.
dition, best location, large piazza ; garden. Ad
Oakland last week. 31 members being
Rockport
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
E.
MeAdvertisements
in
this
column
not
to
exceed
dress BOX 36, Vinalhaven, Me.
91*96
Evening Sittings by Appointment. I Charles T. Swan. Earl Wilson, who
present. The next meeting will be
Intire
of
Camden
motored
to
Belfast
three
lines
inserted
once
for
25
cents,
3
times
twill manage the same at present, will
FOR
SALE
—
Horse,
weight
1500,
will
drive
HOPE
50 cents.
Additional lines 5 cents each
held Aug. 10. Please take the 9.45
Sunday and were dinner guests of Mr for
F. C. FULLERTON, South
PILLSBURY’S STUDIO ' have the rooms formerly occupied by
for oue time, 10 cents 3 times.
Six words single or double
Thomaston.
91*93
car from the waiting room.
and Mrs. John McIntire and Mr. and mrke V line
I Mr. Swan.
PHONE 33-11
L. P. True
Co.’s factory opened Mrs. R. P. Chase.
Work on the new east wing at the
FOR SALE—Square Vose piano, rosewood
Mrs. Sarah J. Small of Deer Isle is
for the season this week.
case, good condition. New McDougal kitchen
Mrs. Jessie Haskell of ifrookllne
prison has begun by the Thomas Con
cabinet
27 SOUTH MAIN STREET
91-93
Lost
and
Fount
Our
baseball
fans
attended
the
Magg
jg
,
t
hc
guest
of
Migg
Xellie
M.
struction Co., under the supervision of
Appleton-Searsmont game last Sat- Thorndike thls week
FOR SALE—Just a reminder, beautiful
Mr. Cousins of Lewiston.
LOST—Tail rack to Ford truck. Returrn to Dahlias for the cemetery, 35c per doz C. L.
urday.
Mrs. John Mitchell of Friendship
Capt. and Mrs. Allison Pierson are
MAGUNE, Thomaston, Me.
91tf
92tf
Miss Welthy Richardson of Boston occupying their home on Sea street. FULLER-COBB DAVIS
was operated on Sunday at Knox Hos
LOST—.lumper coat, in pockets 2 small
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Loring
FOR SALE—Saxon roadster car, self starter,
pital for appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs. David Johnson of wrenches
and a memorandum book. Suitable mountable rims; in good running order. WM.
• • • •
Athearn and family, North Hope.
CASH GROCERY
Bridgewater, Mass., are guests of reward TELEPHONE 30.
92ft
E. PRATT, Tenant’s Harbor, Me
91*93
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Brown of Miss Augusta Champney.
The J. T. Burgess Engine Co. of
LOST—A bill fold containing a sum of
FOR SALE—In Cafcden. Maine, house and
Waltham,
Mass.,
who
are
at
their
cot

Rockport wish to express their thanks 41 OCEAN STREET
TELEPHONE 318 tage. Hobbs' Pond Road, entertained Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Banks and money and driver's license G. W. DAY. Ash lot at 21 Pearl St , cldke to center of the vil
and appreciation to the boys of R. H.
92*94
lage. All modern improvements. See or write
family motored from Dorchester re- Point. Me.
a party last .Friday
F H THOMAS, Camden.
90tf
Counce Engine Co. for their assistance
.
, evening. _There cently and are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
LOST—Brown straw turban hat, between
were
present
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
E.
Brown
Far
[
j)
ow
and co-operation in the Firemen’s
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled
Rockland and Thomaston. TEL. 367-6.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—30 foot speed.
boat, bright finish, 25 miles an hour, 48 h p.
and sons. Mr. and Mrs. 8. E. Little.
William Crosson, who has been
91-93
Muster in Rockland last week.
motor with crank starter and storage battery.
Miss Alice Little and Mr. and , rs. . spendjng several days at Mark IngraThe Knox County Field Day, O. E.
LOST
—
A
bunch
of
keys.
All
in running order. Photos on request. 0. V.
Return
to
THIS
A. Weaver A picnic supper was en- ham.g
,pft Tupsday morning for OFFICE
S., was held Tuesday at Glencove,
DREW, Vinalhaven, Maine.
90*92
91-93
joyed on tne lawn.
Rangeley and Oquossoc. He was acover 100 being present with guests.
FOR
SALE
—
At
a
bargain,
1920
Buick
7FOUND
—
Purse
containing
a
sum
of
money
H. Beveridge and Mr Salisbury of companied by Mr Ingraham and
The usual business meeting was held
Owner may have same by calling at THIS passenger car. In good order. Newly painted.
A FEW BARGAINS
Camden are occupying the Honeymoon daughtcri Mrs. Letha Mack,
Address
P.
0.
BOX
210,
Rockland,
Me.
88tf
and the following attractive program
OFFICE.
90-9f
cottage at Hobbs
Miss Marieta Shibles has returned
presented in the afternoon. Solo by
FOR SALE—Standard bred S. C. W. Leghorn
LOST—Colored cretone bag containing oval
Mr. and Mrs. N. 1. Bariet • lsfrom Orono, where she was the guest work basket, silver thimble and other small ar pullets, hatched in March, will mature in Au
Mrs. Eva Wisner accompanied by l4j/2 lh. Fine Granulated Sugar for............. ....................... $1.00
Lester shiblpg and ticles between Rockland and South Thomaston gust. Also breeding cockrels Price reason
Mrs. Armstrong of Rockland, vocal Best All Round Flour, per bag............................................... $1.25 S. Towle, and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas of hpl. broth
Todd and children enjoyed a picnic famdy
Monday. Finder notify, TYLER, Photographer, able, stock considered. J B. WEBSTER, Vinal
duet by Mrs. Maryon Benner and Miss
haven.
88*92
86tf
‘ Gpn' and Mrs. H. L. Mitchell, who Rockland, Me.
Mabelle Brown, accompanied by Miss Confectioners Sugar, per lb.......................................................... 10c at Megunticook Lake Tuesday.
FOR SALE-Raspberries fresh picked for
The Penobscot Arms at Crescent hayp bppn guegU of Mrg Ca,lgta C(}le
Alcada Hall of Thomaston; instru 4 cans Luncheon Haddie for...................................................... 25c
table and preserving. E. H SEEKINS, Butter
Beach is one floe place to dine. This returned Tuesday tb Bangor.
mental duet, violin and piano. Misses
milk Lane, off Thomaston car line.
89*93
Summer
Cottages
and
Board
is
testified
to
by
R.
E.
Brown,
S.
E.
"j-™
”
o
f
“
BdSon
'
was
Marion and Lucy Marsh of Rockland;
the
FOR SALE—In Thomaston on Thatcher St.,
Whole
Rice
per
lb
..................................................
10c,
3
lbs.
for
25c
Little,
their
families,
and
Mrs.
L.
A.
the Mandolin Club of Camden, also
guest of Mrs. Ella Eaton Monday.
NOW is the time when people are laying 1’4 story house, containing 8 rooms with shed
reading by Mrs. Ritterbush. In the Bulk Rolled Oats,......................................................... 6 lbs. for 25c Weaver, who motored there last week
The Courier-Gazette attached. Lot 75x150 feet, nice chance for gar
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Upham mo- summer vacation plans
and
enjoyed
the
best
fish
dinner
ever
torpd
frQm
Qu
,
Wpdnesdav
andare
suggests
that owners of cottage property, to let den, good heme cheap. See MR KALLOCH, J.
evening dancing was enjoyed, music
88tf
or for sale, or accommodations for boarders, W A Cigar Co., Rockland
gupgtg at Dr g y Weidman.g for a announce
being furnished by Marsh’s orchestra. Bakers Chocolate......................... % lb. cake 23c, 1 lb. cake 45c with the host, R. L Newcomb.
the fact under this heading, where It
FOR
SALE
—
Shore
lot
of
land,
high
and
Mr.
Ling,
American
Can
represen{pw
days
will be read all over New England.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keatin and
handsomely wooded, extending from highway to
Hive, was in town at the L. P. True
Flol.,.npp May, thp youngest daugh.
daughter of Moncton, N. B.. are visit Oranges per doz................................................................................ 45c tativ
bay,
overlooking
Rockland
breakwater
and
WANTED—Small farm suitable for cott.uje
ing Mrs. Keatin’s parents, Mr. and Lemons, each................................................................ 5c, 6 for 25c & Co.'s factory Monday.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Gray, aged home, bordering on, nr near sone lake iii Kwxl islands; 7 or 8 acres; suitable for summer cot
tages
;
1
mile
frotn
Rockland
P.
0
;
facilities
Mary
Whittemore
of
Camden
is
a
Mrs. R. D. Swift.
16 years, died Monday after an illness county. Address L. W. BENNER, 2 North Main for boating, fishing and bathing. Inquire at 42
90tf
Miss Mernie Copeland, assistant Bananas per lb....................................................... 15c, 2 lbs. for 25c guest at Grover Newbert’s.
of only a few weeks, and many are street -or Tel. 233-J.
Beech St, Rockland.
87tf
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Hewett. Miss gaddencd to ,parn of hpr untimo,y
matron of the Y. W. C. A. at Holyoke,
TO LET—Furnished cottage on tho car line.
FOR
SALE
—
One
seven
passenger
Chandler
Sunbrite
Cleaner,
can
............
4c,
3
cans
10c
Ruth Hewett and Mr and Mrs. L. R. dpath
shp wag a rtpmbpr of tho City water Apply to MILS C. A CROCK>rTT, car. all in good running order, late model. This
is spending her vacation with her
Electric
85*tf
Bragdon of Haverhill. Mass., are at Sophomore dags of the Rockport High 69 North Main Street.
mother, Mrs. Ella Copeland.
Is a bargain for quick sale. Can be seen at
Washing Powder pkg............. 5c, 5 pkgs. 25c
Flat
Irons
their camp Hatchet for a few weeks. Sphoo, and WRg ypi.y IM)pu,ar wjth thp
87*92
TO LET—Funiished cottage, 6 rooms, at Flye’s Garage. J. T. JONES
Edgar Linnikin and Edward Elliot
Chlckawaukie
Lake
for
balance
of
season,
by
Mr. and Mrs. Payson True of Hyde young people. She possessed many
are spending the week at Elliot's cot Ammonia, bot.......................... 15c, 2 bots. 25c
FOR SALE—Five passenger Six Cylinder
each $4.35
the
week
or
for
weekend
parties.
Telephone
Park. Mass, are with Mr. True’s par pleasing traits of character and was 352-14. JOHN 8. RANLETT.
Oldsmobile 1917 model in good running order.
tage.
89tf
A bargain if sold at dnee. Tel. 367-6. F. A.
ents
cottage Thc
Cedars.
Walter Gushee and son Roger of
_ at . their
,
,
. „
gifted in music and always contribu87*92
TO
LET
—
Several
cottages
at
North
Haven
by
The inclement weather of Sunday tp(, w|I„ , of hpr talpn,g when rp. the week or season. C M BLAKE WALL PA STREAM, 37 Fulton St.
Springfield and Mr. and Mrs. Edison Brooms, each........................................................... 35c, 3 for $1.00
FOR SALE—Ten house lots on upper Lime
87-tf
quested to do so. She will be greatly PER STORE Tel. 466-M
McCorrison of Portland were week Galvanized Pails, each ................................................................. 35c W2a!.re.8E”"S_lble.AOL"1“Ch
rock St $50 to $175 each. Time payments, If
among the picnic contingent. miggpd ,n thp community and from her
end guests of Dr. and Mrs. B. H. Kel
FOR SALE—Fine furnished cottage and' required. J H. MELVIN, 21 Guy St., Rockland,
were niimortnis narties nlnnnon
,
T,
. .
,
Me. Tel 624-M.
85-tf
double
lot
of
land
on
eastern
shore
of
Lake
ler. Dr. Harold Darling, w'ho has been Galvanized Tubs, each $1.75, $1.50, $1.25; Foot Tubs, ,65c
circle of young people. Besides her
Camden. Inquire of REUEL ROB
spending ten days with Dr. Keller,
.
, , t
, .. A , A , parents she leaves three sisters, Mrs. Megunticook,
FOR SALF—Aux. sloop boat in damaged con
arge Willow Clothes Baskets, each...................................... $1.75 . ,
INSON,
Camden.
82tf
ful spots for which this district is fa- H
Robinson of Rockport. Mrs.
dition caused by fire, a good buy for man who
returned to Boston today.
WANTED—Summer boarders at “Rockledge can repair boat himself hlfaself. Inquire A D
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall and 50 feet Clothes Line, each............................................................ 40c n?°US- . 7hCJSerV1Ce at the ChUrCh WaS Clarence Richards of Millinocket, Mrs. Inn,"
Spruce Head, Me. Rates reasonable. BIRD CO. 4 Camden St., Rockland, Me.
omitted.
two children of Newton Centre were 5 gal. oil Cans, each . . . .$1.25;
Frank Ames of Rockland, and three i?or information address MRS. T. L. MAKER.
82-tf
1 gal cans, each. .. .50c also
Hope
has
its
usual
quota
of
sum

Vel
21-15.
68tf
weekend guests of Mrs. Fred Swift.
brothers, Vernley of Camden, Raymond
FOR SALE—Seven acres of land and cottage
mer
visitors
coming
and
going.
This
7
ancy
Baskets,
each
.................................................
20c,
30c,
40c
Mrs. Julia Marshall is spending sev
,
,
,
.
. „
. of Auburn, and Wilbert of Lewiston,
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the lying between Belfast Road and shore of Pe
eral weeks with her sister, Mrs. Swift. Swift’s Pride or Lenox Soaup, bar..................5c, 6 bars for 25c week marks the departure o. Mr. and Funera, sprvipes wprp hp,d Wpdnpg. town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca nobscot Bay. Camden A bargain. Inquire of
tion
for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and REUEL ROBINSON, Camden.
Mcs-S.
E.
Little.
Miss
Alice
Little
and
aftcrnoon
at
2
o
.,.
Iock
.
Rev
.
A
.
F
.
82tf
Capt. and Mrs. John Brown returned
bathing facilities
Inquire MISS EVA K
R. E. Brown, who returned to their Ep
of thp Mpthodigt phurph offl<?,_ TORREY,
from Dover, N. H., Sunday by auto,
FOR SALE—Good Holstein cow, fresh, 6
Tenant’s Harbor.
32*tf
Interment was
Sca view
years old. S. H DOE. Tel. 569-M.
72-tf
bringing with them as a guest Mrs. ■^ed Alaska Salmon, can...................... ....................................... 28c homes tta Massachusetts after a pleas- at,
visit at the Brown cottage and cemetery.
William Hartford.
Tomatoes, Peas, can...................... ............................................. 15c ant
FOR SALE—New and second hand hoots,
auto trips through the State.
shoes, clothing, hardware, dishes, musical In
Mrs. Philip Block and daughter of
Mrs. Caro Wentworth of Lynn,
Wanted
struments and furniture C. T. BRAGG, 610
• 35c, 3 cans f or $1.00 Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Weaver of Walth Mass.,
Bristol, Conn., and Miss Sarah Damon 3ineapple, sliced can . . . .......... ■
who has been visiting relatives
Main St.
69tf
am,
Mass.,
arrived
Sunday
for
a
visit
of Portland are guests of Mr. and Van Camps' Tomato Soup, can.................. 10c, 3 cans for 25c
in Camden, called on friends in town
WANTED—Return load for large truck Rock
FOR SALE—The Nelson tarm at Northport,.
at the Weaver homestead.
Mrs. A. Block.
Tuesday.
land to Boston, about Sept. 2 or 3. Furniture 25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins of Rockport is
Mrs. W. F. Clark has returned from Maine Sweet Corn, can............ .................... 10c, 3 cans for 25c
Miss Mildred Graffam is employed or merchandise. Reduced rate. Address HER of wood. Splendid situation for a summer
SUM & CO., INC , 706 Mass. Ave. Cambridge. home. Address DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO. Bel
Bangor, where she has been spending Evaporated Milk, can.................................... 15c. 2 cans for 25c at Henry Codings’.
at Muckross Inn for the season.
fast. Me
7*tf
Mass
92-103
Miss
Dorothy
Ludwig
is
in
Lincoln
the past ten days. She was accom
.
Miss Rose Ingraham of Boston is
.. guest. of, Mr. and Mr. Charles In.
WANTED—Tenement with improvements near
FOR SALE—Second hand Chlckering parlor
panied by Miss Pauline Granville, Raspberries, Peaches, Apricots, can*........................................25c ville, the guest of Miss Etta Packard. the
care line in Rockland. Thomaston or Camden. grand piano; rosewood case. Inquire of MR.
who will be her guest.
graham for two weeks.
FOSTER. 75 Cedar street
56-tf
Address “L" COUREIR-GAZETTE.
92-94
Dates lb................ 20c
A charming dancing party was given Prunes, lh.....................15c, 2 lbs. 25c;
NEW UNDERTAKING FIRM
FCR SALE—J. H. Flint homestead at 29
WANTED—Position as chauffeur or truck
Tuesday evening by Mrs. John E. Evaporated Apricots, per lb........................................................ 25c
driving. Can make own repairs. Tell. 164-W Franklin street, double lot, 9-room house, slated
Walker in honor of Miss Marion
or call at THE COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE. roof, bath, electric lights, cemented cellar, fur
Wilson, Inc., Succeeds To Charles T,
WARREN
nace heat, bam, woodshed, carriage house, hen92*94
Walnuts
per
lb
...................................................
20c,
6
lbs.
for
$1.00
Keene of Hyde Park, Misses Frances,
Swan in Camden—Earle F. Wilson
pen HARRY M FLINT, at Flint’s Market. 262
Florence and Anna Fessenden and Mil Pickled Limes, each................................................... 3c, qt. jar 50c
WANTED—Cottage on coast for 1922 season, Main street.
$itf
the Manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Cook have invited Mr. state
rent
and
particulars.
Address
“
F"
care
dred Moody of Brookline. Dainty re
FOR SALE—Long and fitted hard wood, fitted
Thomas and Shirley Moody to spend COURIER-GAZETTE.
92*97
Soda,
Pilot,
Common,
Oyster
crackers,
lb
..........
18c,
3
lbs.
50c
freshments were served and Mrs. A.
mill wood, hard wood limbs, and fireplace wood
A new corporation, known as Wil- a week at their cottage.
WANTED—Position as first class all round delivered. T J. CARROLL, residence East
A. Keene of Hyde Park was at the Nut Butterine per lb.......................
son, Inc., and capitalized at $10,000,
Mrs. Haskell, who has been ill is machinist
25c
Will go anywhere In Maine Ad Warren; P. 0. Thomaston. Tel. Rockland.
punch bowl. The guests included
has bought the undertaking business abie to be out again,
263-21
59-tf
dress MACHINIST, Courier-Gazette.
92*94
Miss Letitia Creighton, Miss Teresa Fancy Creamery Butter, pdr lb.................................................... 52c of Charles T. Swan in Camden and
Several attended the Eastern Star
FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
WANTED
—
A
position
as
truck
driver.
Can
Montgomery, Miss Marjorie Bumps Davis Baking Powder, can.......................................................... 20c assumed charge Tuesday.
picnic at Oakland.
repair all makes. Address DRIVER, Courier- at B. L. RYDER’S. Pleasant St., Rockport. 19-tf
of Washington, D. C., Miss Helen Jame
The active management of the conMr. Perkins entertained company Gazette.
Cream Tartar, pkg................................... ..................... 14c, 1 lb. 50c cern will be vested in Earle F. Wil- 0Ver Tuesday from Boston,
son and Miss Marie Keller.
Miscehaneout
WANTED—Girl for general housework. Fam
• • • «
son of Thomaston, who is treasurer
Stanley Gregory was home from ily of three. MRS. GEORGE M SIMMONS,
BERRY PICKERS—Are warned to keep off
111 Middle St.
9itf
The annual fair of the Baptist Baking Soda............................................................. 4 pkgs. for 25c of the corporation. The present tern- Rockland Sunday.
the property in Rockport known as Beech Hill
WANTED—Woman to keep house for middle Summit, and adjoining farms, also the William
church, which was held in Watts hall
Mr. Perkins took a party to Friend
Maccaroni,
pkg
................................................
10c,
3
pkgs.
pkg».
for
25c
aged
man.
Write
O-N
care
Courier-Gazette.
Conant farm at Warren, as all parties caught
Wednesday under the auspices of the
ship and then to his Island. Many
trespassing thereon will be treated according to
91tf
Social Circle and Beta Alpha Club Spices.......................................................................... 3 pkgs. for 25c Lionel of Detroit as president, Eugene pleasant hours were sppnt in viewing
law. Signed BLACK & GAY.
85-96
WANTED—Floors and windows to wash bv
of Boston as vice president, and Ross the scenery and a walk in the woods.
was a decided success. The commit
the week. Price right. WILLIAM RICH. 22
BERRY PICKERS and gunners are warned to
W.
of
Thomaston,
as
a
member
of
the
tee in charge of the various tables Jiffy Jell, pkg....................................................... 10c, 3 pkgs. for 25c
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Spear and Winter Street.
91-93
keep off my premises at the Head of the Bay,
hoard of directors. Charles T. Smalley child and friends called on Pauline
was as follows: Cooked food, Mrs
as I shall prosecute all such. GEORGE B.
WANTED
—
The
Children
’
s
Hospital
of
Port

Seeded
Raisins
pkg
............................................
22c,
5
pkgs.
$1.00
is
clerk
of
thp
corporation.
HIX.
80*103
Truman Sawyer, Mrs. E. W. Webber,
McIntyre Tuesday.
land, Maine, offers to young women of high
The business to which the corpora
Mrs. Ernest Montgomery; variety, Sunny Corn per pkg........................................................................ 43c
Maurice Watts is finishing haying school education or its equivalent a two and
BERRY PICKERS—Are warned that there Is
tion succeeds has been handled in an to return to Mr. Teague's.
one-half years course of training which in a bull in the pasture and not to trespass on
Miss Harriet Levensaler and Mrs.
89tf
cludes three months in district nursing and six the pastures of SAMUEL H DOE.
extremely successful manner, and Mr.
Martin Webber; fancy work, Miss
months at New Hav^i Hospital, New Haven,
New
Cheese
Swan has built up a reputation, not
NOTICE—A bovine beast is pastured on
Christine
Moore,
Miss Elizabeth Pure Lard, per lb............................................. 17c
Conn. Also, a six months course is offered to
only among the people of his own town,
To Let
girls wishing to train as nurse maids. When Dodge Mountain. Y’ou are forbidden to tres
Washburn and Miss Alice Fernald;
lb. 30c
the full term is completed a certificate will be pass upon the mountain farm. During the
but among the summer residents who
candy, Mrs. Marie Singer, Mrs. Viola
TO LET—Lodging house tenement over granted. Address SUPT NURSES. 68 High St, blueberry season you are not to gather berries
have had occasion to invoke his ser- Mitchell
nor to enter the blueberry fields under the
Atwood, Miss Mabel Browne and Mrs. Compound, per lb........................................... 14c
store,
corner
Park
and
Main
streets,
Portland, Maine.
92-97
10 lb. pail
penalty of the law. Chap. 129, Sec. 19, Statues
vices. He will remain with the new , Ten rooms and hath, steam heated. Apply to
Charles Starrett; punch. Miss Teresa
of 1916. W. SNOW, owner.
78tf
WANTEO
—
Waitresses
and
some
chamber
K- B MacALLISTKR, ltoekland. Me.
t!2lf
Comp. $1.45 corporation for the present.
Montgomery and Miss Harriet Bur Fat Salt Pork, per lb........................................18c
work. Address POINT LOOKOUT CLUB, LookBERRY PICKERS—And others are hereby
Manager Wilson is a graduate of
TO LET—A furnished appartment Applly to out, Me.
g9tf
gess; ice cream, Mrs. Gertrude Swift
warned not to trespass on the land on the
Mrs. Blanche Pease, Mrs. Wiliam Corned Beef, per lb..............................................................
6c Bowdoin College, and was subse- ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Kuller-Cdbh-Davis.
WANTED—Old fashioned furniture and Tolman farm belonging to the undersigned.
quently superintendent of schools in j
91tf
7«tf
Brazier, and Mrs. Banche Ayers;
dishes. Highest prices paid. Write P. 0 BOX JESSE A. TOLMAN.
LET—Tenement, five rooms, up two flights 201, Bangor.
88*102
rummage sale. Mrs. E. J. Starrett Smoked Shoulders, per lb.............................................................. 19c Limerick, Me. During the war he en 1 TO
NOTICE—I, George H. Bunker, of Matinicus
Riinkiii
Bloik
Inquire
EDWARD
HELIKR
Misses Frances Hahn, Millie Isaac White House, Far East, Superba, Bunker Hill, lb.................. 35c listed in naval aviation and was pro Telephone 43-3.
WANTED—Idle? Big business is ready for Me., hereby give notice that 1 have given my
91-tf
moted to lientenant in that service.
you. Sell 137 products direct to farmers on son. Harold E Bunker, his time and shall from
Annie and Helen Jameson; aprons
If you own team or auto, are under 50, this date claim none of his wages and pay
Mrs. Edward Starrett and Mrs. Arthur Bulk Coffee, per lb............................................................................ 20c At Pensacola he was an Instructor in stT0MksT7F}ir8ummer credit.
can give bond, we start you Twenty million none of his bills. Dated this thirtieth day of
flying
and
aerial
gunnery
for
18
months,
—
—
—
—
—
1
---Kelloch. A most delicious supper was Excelsior Coffee, per lb.................................................................. 29c
91*93
use our products. Good territory open. Write July, 1921. GEORGE H. BUNKER.
and for 11 months of that time was ! TO LET-Furnished apartment on North J. R. WATKINS CO , Dept. 115, Winona,
served in the vestry in connection
...
a,
s
Main Street: all modem; electric lights, gas I \f$
nn
$700 SECURES VILLAGE FARM. 75 acres
Min,.
yn„r jjfe chance
v gpqg
Lettuce,
per
head
..............................................................................
10c
in
the
air
an
average
of
five
hours
a
jmd
bath
FLOYD
L.
SHAW,
47
North
Main
with the fair, under the direction of
with horses, cows, poultry, calf, hogs,
89tf
WANTED—Your property to sell. I have vehicles, machinery, tools, etc , included; con
Mrs. John Brown. Mrs. Alvah Linni New Cabbage, per lb.......................................................................... 5c day. Since h left the service he has St.
venient markets, milk taken at door; machinecustomers
for
all
kinds
of
prriperty.
R.
U.
been
PtTtplo.vi-d
as
time
keeper
and
—
T0
LET
—
Tenement
l'G
\
nr
:h
s?
kin, Mrs. Oliver Counce, Mrs| Edw
COLLINS, Heal Estate and Insuiance, 375 Main worked fields, cut 30 tons hay; 10-cow springBurgess, Mrs. Herbert Newbert and New Turnips, per lb............................................................................ 4c accountant by the East Coast Fish- All improvements Inquire. P. L. HAVENER. Street. Tel 77.
32-tf
watered pastures; wood; timber; fruit; 40Tel. 635-5 or 226-M.__________________ SStf.
tree equipped sugar bush; good 7-room house
Mrs. Charles Newhall. The proceed; New Bunch Beets, per bunch..................................................... 10c eries Company.
WANTEO—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male overlooking village; 40-foot basement barn, 2
During
his
career
at
Bowdoin
ColTO
LET
—
Furnished
room.
176
South
Main
will be announced in the next issue.
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN S poultry houses, etc. Owner called away sac
lege and Massachusetts
Institute of **t. Apply to MRS. W. s. KENISTON 88tf
20c
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14.
I5tf
Miss Rena Crockett has returned to Cukes, each.....................................................
rifices, all $2250 only $700 down .easy terms.
Technology he made a special study j TO LET—Furnished rooms, modern conveniMassachusetts, after visiting at the
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham See page 13 Illus. Catalog 1100 Bargains,
of
chemistry
and
anatomy,
with
this
ences.
desirable
location.
52
SUMMER
ST.
FREE STROUT FARM AGENCY, 341 D G.
ber
maids,
laundresses,
general
and
kitchen
home of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Fales.
CUT PRICES ON ALL GOODS SALE DAYS vocation in view. He has also taken Tel. 113-R.
85tf
92-It
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between Water St., Augusta, Me.
William Brazier of Portland is
12
and
2
and
6
and
7
MRS
HAWLEY.
789
TO LET—3 furnished rooms for light house- High 8t.. Bath. Me. Tel. 725
ROCKLAND’S SHOW PLACE—Early Ameri
an extended course in embalming and
109-ff
spending his vacation in town.
81-tf
AT HASKELL’S
can Furniture and Antiques. Your visit to
has practiced with several undertakers. keping, 25 OCEAN ST.
Capt. and Mrs. Arthur Elliot and
Maine is not complete unless you spend at
TO LET—Small upper flat Tel. 232-12 or
least two hours In thia new shop. Building
family, Mrs. A. P. Heald and Miss
456-R.
78tf
40x60—three floors full to overflowing with
Gladys Heald. Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
THOMASTON
TAXES
antiques COBB A DAVIS, 115 North Main
TO
LET
—
Furnished
room.
16
BROAD
ST
,
Dunn. Miss Hattie Dunn and Miss
Street. (Call Mr. Davis at Fuller-Cobb-Davis*
or Tel. 741-M.
62-tf
Elizabeth Burgess of Warren left
Department Store.
83-tf
TO LET—Building on Tillson Avenue, suit
Wednesday for a week’s motor trip
ANTIQUES—At LOWERS, Belfazt, Me , op
POWER
BOAT
ROSE
M.
able for store or restaurant. MRS. B. POL
1921
Tax
Bills
are
ready
1
through Canada and the White Moun
posite Shoe Factory.
75*104.
LOCK
50-tf
tains.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at ths
TO LET—8oinebody is needing a bouse or
formerly
the
Guilda,
30
Payable at
Clarence Robinson of Pensgrove, N.
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall or
rooms Advertise yours in this column and
18-tf
vou’il get. an application immediately.
8-tf
J., arrived Tuesday and is the guest
foot cabin cruiser, 4 cycle, ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
of his sister, Mrs. Winfield Brackett.
TO LET—One furnished room. 10 PLEASSELECTMEN’S OFFICE
12
h.
p.
engine
in
first
class
ANT STREET
66*tf
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS.
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Wagner of Bur
Leon A. Ludwig is duly appointed represen
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stovee,
lington motored here and called on
condition, a bargain at $650 tative
Tuesday and Thursday
for thc Saint Louis Lightning Rod Co.,
and musical instruments or anything that re
friends Tuesday.
licensed by the State of Maine Mr. Ludwig
quires a dry, clean room. Terras reasonable
Evenings
is
well
known throughout the counties Lincoln,
Mr. and Mrs. Ewin Eldridge and
OSCAR MALBURG
I R FLYK. 221 Main Rt.. Rockland
45tf
any business day during office hours.
Knox and Kennebec east of the river. Anyone
children, who have been visiting at
7
Pleasant
Street
contemplating using the protection that the
Interest After Sept. 1
Capt. Wilbur Wilson's the past month,
WHEN IN BOSTON—Every issue of The
Kretzer Brand offers, consult Mr. Ludwig before
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Courier-Gazette Is on sale by the Old South
MAYNARD SPEAR, Coll.
returned Tuesday to tlieir home in
buying, get his prices and his method of do
News (’o.. Washington St opposite foot of
92-94
ing business Address LEON A. LUWIG,
87*92
Orleans, N. J.
Ij
School. Call around and get a copy of the
Waldoboro, Maine. Tel. 16-33.
92*94
Mrs. Winfield Brackett entertained Jl
paper with the home newg.
$3-#

THOMASTON

at a dinner party Monday evening,
the guests including members of the
Class of 1908, T. H. S. Those pres
ent were Mrs. Amy Tripp of Rock
land. Miss Adelyn Bushnell of Mal
den. Mrs. Bertha Eldridge of Orleans,
N. J1, Miss Fannie Hahn of Malden
and Mrs. S. P. Danforth of Cuba.
Adelbert Benner has bought the ice
business of Frank B. Hills, including
all the property.

The Store Where You Save Money WANTED

STITCHERS

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.

Carr’s

EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

FRANK O. HASKELL

CASH PRICES FRIDAY, SATURDAY, MONDAY

1

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

FOR SALE

I

TONIGHT AT OAKLAND

In Social Circles

Baseball, Society Circus and
Opening of New Pavilion
The Big Attrractions.

The errteel and departure of guests during
the raratlon season la of Intereat both to them
and thelr friends. We are glad to print aueli
It etna of anrlal news and will thank our frlenda
to supply us with Information In thia con
nection.

TELEPHONE ...................................... .
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Every-Other-Day

COMMENCING

770

Miss Erma Pettengell of 54 Ranktn
street has returned home from a fort
night's visit with friends in Portland
and Woodfords.

Friday, August

Charles A. Tolman of Portsmouth,
N. H.. teacher of mechanics art, la
spending a vacation with his sister,
Mrs. Willis Snow, Lake'avenue, and
brothers Ernest L. and Gardner L.
Tolman of the West Meadow road.

At 9 o’clock
I

THE STOCK

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Battis have re
turned to thelr home in Cambridge
after spending a vacation with Mr.
nnd Mrs. Fred Smith, Union street.
They were accompanied by Kenneth
Smith.

AND FIXTURES

Mrs. Jennie Pettee and daughter
Bessie of Chelsea Muss., are guests
of Mrs. Pettee’s brother, John Lane,
Spruce street.

AT

Mrs. C. O. Gove of Bangor is visit
ing her daughter, Mrs. C. E. Goulding. at 54 Paclilc street.

Norcross Drug Store

Mr. and Mrs. Henry U. Schwartz
of 642 Main street have as a guest
for a fortnight their niece. Mrs.
Joseph Lester of New York City.
N. Goldberg of Worcester, Mass.,
is on a fortnight’s vacation visit in
this city, guest of his father, David
Goldberg, of 30 High street. He is
the leader of the Park Theatre or
chestra of Worcester and a brother
of Miss Dorothy Goldberg, soprano,
who lias Just made her professional
debut at the i.iberty Theatre, New
York City, scoring a success in
summer play. "George White’s Scan
dals." Miss Goldberg’s engagement
will not permit her making a con
templated summer visit to her Rock
land home.

-WILL BE SOLD AT------

Cents on the Dollar
Now is your chance to get anything
you want in the line of

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Halvorsen
have returned to thelr home in New
York after having enjoyed a two
weeks' vacation with Mrs. J. Halvor

Toilet Articles and Drugs

sen.

The Eastern Star will have a picnic
supper at Oakland Park Friday even
ing at 6 o’clock. The housekeepers
will be Mrs. Margaret Stevenson and
Mrs. Abbie Campbell.

DON’T MISS THIS SALE

Mr. and Mrs. Philip Jones, who
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Goulding, have returned to their home
in Bangor.

AT

Miss Anna I^dd of Jamaica Plain,
Mass., is making three weeks’ visit
with Mrs.' Maurice Wilson. Friday
they go to Crescent Beach to occupy
a cottage, accompanied by Mrs. Jay
Oliver and daughter Gladys, and Miss
Alice Griffith.

NORCROSS DRUG STORE

The formal opening of the new
pavilion at Oakland Park takes place
tonight, and the event will be supple
mented by a society circus, the talent
for which will be furnished by the in
genious force of the Fuller-Cobb-Davis
department store. Special cdstumes
have been ordered and it would not be
surprising if them was a menagerie.
The festive dry goods folk will have
their annual frolic on the lawn, and
the circus parade will take place im
mediately after the free open air show
Music for the dance will be furnished
by Kelley’s Orchestra of Gardiner, and
everybody who ever danced will be
possessed to tip the light fantastic on
that new velvet floor.
The new pavilion is 100 feet long, 40
feet wide, and contains exactly 1000 feet
of floor space more than the old build
ing had. The building has 11-foot
posts, and running the entire length
of the eastern side is a piazza 10 feet
in width which will be known as the
‘ smokers’ promenade.”
The floor of the pavilion is con
structed of rip-sawed North Carolina
pine. The floor was. thoroughly pol
ished by machine, and a special
preparation w’as then applied by the
Central Maine Power Co.’s boss
painter, Mr Grant. This preparation
penetrates the wood and seams, and
acts as a filler. It also leaves a floor
surface soft and smooth as a maiden’s
cheek.
The hall decorations will give an
oriental effect, which cannot fail to
appreciate the aesthetic, as well as
fine dancing surface.
There will be no movies in the new
pavilion this season, as the summer
has so far advanced, but pictures will
probably be resumed another year and
will be projected on the screen by a
different arrangement.
The present season’s schedule will
call for dances on Tuesday and Thurs
day evenings, with music by Kelley’s
Orchestra of Gardiner, and dances, on
Saturday evenings, with an orchestra
to be selected by the company. There
will be no more midweek band concerts
but the Sunday band concerts will be
continued. A special concert given
by the White Entertainment Bureau
of Boston, is being prepared for Sun
day, Aug. 21. Some of the best artists
will be heard in refine numbers.
District Supt. Blodgett and Park
Supt. Trim have left no stone unturned
to meet the desires of the Oakland
Park patrons, and their efforts will
surely be appreciated.
The baseball game in the Twilight
League, commencing at. 0.15 is going
to draw the season’s biggest crowd.

Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Studley spent
Wednesday iu Castine, guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Ad. Morey.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Ames, who
have been spending the summer with
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Ames, Oliver
street, left Wednesday in their motor
ear for their home in Hankinson. North
Dakota, accompanied by Mrs. Ames’
Bister, Miss Ella Macheet. Mr. Ames
will be delighted to receive a visit
from any Maine people who happen to
visit his section of North Dakota, but
they should inquire for Richard Kent,
as that is the stage name by which ho
is there known.

fair was in honor of her house guest,
Miss Mabel Corlew, who has, during
her four weeks’ visit, sung her way
into the hearts of all who have had
the rare pleasure of hearing her. The
party, 20 in all, were seated at one
long table in the club diningroom, the
table
artistically decorated
with
sweet peas in a fragrant profusion,
daintily combined with wood ferns.

Mrs. Herbert Stanley and daughter
Miss Pauline MeLoon underwent an
Julia May of South Carver. Mass., are operation for tonsil trouble in Port
guets of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brazier, land this week.
Broadway.
Mrs. E. I.. Brown of this city and
Mr. and Mrs. Asbra Burgess and son Mrs. Louis Wardwell of Camden gave
Everett of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. Emil a picnic at Mrs. Brown’s cottnge,
Coombs and Ron Elmer, Mrs. Irving Crescent Beach, yesterday in honor of
Barbour and sons Lawrence and Nor Mrs. W. T. White of New York and
man of Rockland are guests of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Kendrlcken of Brook
Mrs. Albert Merchant and Miss Flor line, Mass.
ence Odiorne at Pleasant Beach,
Mrs. W. S. Roberts of Stamford,
Rev. Dr. and Mrs. Charles A. Moore Conn., was guest of honor Tuesday at
of Bangor are at Dynamite Cottage, a luncheon given by Mrs. E. C. Her
rick of Fall River at Ash Point.
for a fortnight’s stay.

TALES OF THE SEA
At* the Atlantic Coast shipyard
Boothbay Harbor, repairs have been
completed on the five-masted schooner
Jennie Flood Kreger, which went there
from Portland early in May, she hav
ing been stove up badly forward while
coming here from Norfolk, coal laden
by collision with a steamer. The re
pairs are said to have cost $40,000,
The schooner is now ready for sea,
but is awaiting a charter. At the Rice
Brothers yard, East Boothbay, which
has been closed since last November,
work is being resumed on the four
steel vessels which were started about
two years ago, but on which nothing
has been done for nearly a year. They
were originally designed for beam
trawlers, but it is understod they will
now be finished for commercial busi
ness.
• • • •

A. I. Mather underwent a minor
surgical operation yesterday at Silsby
Mrs. William T. White and Miss
| The Thomaston built four-masted
Therese White of New York arrived Hospital. He expects to be a hospital
| schooner Nancy Hanks, which was
patient
only
a
few
days.
Tuesday and are guests of W. S.
towed in Norfolk on July 13, after
White, Main street and Talbot avenue
being in collision with steamer Fort
Robert Pinkham of Portland was a
Morgan has been surveyed. Tlie sur
visitor
in
the
city
Monday.
Mrs. H. H. Randall of Auburn is the
C. Bigelow Healey of Haverhill, veyors report the vessel damaged to
Miss Eva Harjula is spending the Mass., is spending a fortnight’s vaca the amount of $2,000. Her jibboom
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Mrs. H. B. Waltz has returned from week at Owls Head.
M. Harrington.
and headgear were carried away, lietion at his Rockland home.
a motor trip to Boothbay Harbor and
sides other damage. She will repair
Bristol Mills.
A prominent Maine club-woman is
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Newbert and
Mrs. Frank B. Fish gave a luncheon at Norfolk. The steamer was also con
quoted by the Lewiston Journal as ex
Mrs. Fred Wardwell, who lias been two children of South Weymouth, Tuesday in honor of Mrs. M. R. Pills siderably damaged.
pressing the hope that every woman
the guest of her brother, Pearl Tib Mass., are making a month's visit
in Maine who has ever taken an in betts, Grace street, has returned to with Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Newbert, bury. Auction prizes were won by
Mrs. E.IJ. Hellier and Mrs. John W.
terest at all in the Federation, will
North Main street.
her home in Auburn.
>
Thomas.
renew it at the Castine convention
JUST ARRIVED
Sept. 14. In the course of her com
Mrs. George Brown of Everett,
Mrs. Raymond Bird is home from
Mrs. Clarence Foster and daughter I
ment she said: "Then there is Mrs
CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR
Mass., was a weekend guest of Mrs. Belfast, where she has been making Helen of Boston are guests of Lewis
Mary Perry Rich, now so active in
a fortnight’s visit.
Alice Spear, Orient street.
Smith, Brick street, and will be Joined |
politics—Mrs. J. Frank Rich of Rock
tomorrow by Mr. Foster.
Fall & Winter Samples of
land. She was a wise adviser in the
Rev. .1. T. Coombs returned from a
L. Wilbur Messer of Chicago has
Federation, ''chairman at different
joined Mrs. Messer at their attractive
visit
at
North
Haven
Monday,
Miss Gwendolyn Perry left Monday
SUITS & OVERCOATS
times of important committees, once
summer home, "Land’s End,” Ginn’s night for Berkeley, Calif., where she |
vice president, declining added re
Francis E. Harrington of Hartford, Point, and will now enjoy his six is to do graduate work at the Uni
sponsibilities and giving her interests
PRICES REASONABLE
in other lines. Why does she not Conn., has been spending a few days weeks vacation in the spot that he versity ot California, taking English
at his Rockland home. He is engaged | loves best in the world—thisparticular literature under the instruction of the
come?"
KNOX CLOTHING CO.
this season as an instructor at the hit of the Maine coast.
well-known Prof. Gayley.
Yale
summer
school.
He
holds
the
__________________
Clint C. Lovejoy of Manhasset, Long
299 Main Street
Island, N. Y., is spending the week position of State supervisor of evening
and construction schools in Connec- i
92-97
with friends nnd relatives in this city.
ticut.
He is a son of the late William LoveJoy of Rockland, and is employed in
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY,
Miss Grace Emery of Yonkers. N. Y„;
the engineering department of New
is the guest of her mother, Mrs. C. O. j
York City.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Emery, for the month of August.

Mrs. W. P. Hurley, who has been
Miss E. Maude Johnston of Quincy,1
spending a U’w days at her Rockland Mass., is the guest of Miss Clara ,
home, has returned to Togus.
Whalen.
Donald R. Weeks has returned after
Walter WardWell who is employed
two weeks’ stay at the Agricultural at the Charlestown Navy Yard, is the
College in Orono.
guest of his mother. Mrs. Arthur
Wardwell, for a few days.
Clarence A. Whitney has returned
from a successful fishing trip at
Mrs. N. R. Sleeper, of Somerville.
Moosehead Lake.
Mass., is visiting friends in the city.
Miss Augusta H. Maxey of the Se
Miss Martha Bartlett has resumed
curlty Trust Co.’s staff is spending
her vacation in Portland, the guest of her duties as librarian of the Public
Library after a month’s vacation ab
her aunt, Mrs. Lester Schwartz.
sence. a part of which was spent in
The Women’s Republican Club of Piqua, Ohio, the guest of her sister.
Knox county holds its regulur month Miss Alice Bartlett, and a week being
ly meeting tonight at Mrs. Adriel U. devoted to a camping trip.
1■
Bird’s residence, 37 Llmerock street,
at 7.30 o'clock. All Republican women
are cordially invited.

Register of Probate Henry H. Payson Is in Boston this week.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Dill of
Hingham, Mass., and Mrs. Homer A.
Yates (Nan Pillsbury), are occupying
the Pillsbury cottage at Owls Head.
Mr. Yates is expected tonight.

Notice to Customers:
From this date Central Maine Pouter Com
pany operates the Gas and Electric Plants and
the Street Railway, formerly operated by the
Knox County Electric Company, and checks for
all due accounts should be made to the order of
Central Maine Pouter Company.
H. P. BLODGETT,
Superintendent.

PROTECTION THAT REALLY PROTECTS
f* -

To be protected against fire and theft should be the

earnest desire of every one who owns Valuables.
Put them in our Fire and Burglar Proof Vault.
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent at reasonable rates.

Miss Irene Curtis is spending the
week with friends in Boston.
Mrs. F. C. Howe of Winchester,
Mass., arrived Wednesday and is the
guest of her mother, Mrs. W. G. But
man, 41 North Main street. Mr. Howe
comes later.
One of the most delightful social
events held ut the Country Club at
Northport this season was the break
fast at 11 o’clock Sunday morning
given by Mrs. Hallett Gilbcrte, wife
of the well known composer, sum
mering at thelr seaside home, Melody
Lodge, Lincolnville Beach. The af-
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SECURITY TRUST CO
Rockland

Branches:

Vinalhaven

Warren

Union

ADDRESS BY

MME. KATHERINE TINGLEY
Of Point Loma, California

Theosophical

Leader,

Educator,

World-Traveler,

Humanitarian

“THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE RACE.”
(Unsectarian, Non-political)

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH, ROCKLAND
At 8.15 P. M.

FRIDAY, AUG. 5, 1921

ADMISSION FREE

AYER’S
now because we have

We aro selling a lot of khaki goods right
the quality and the price to go with it.

A pair of khaki pants that are

good ones, good color and good and roomy for only $1.90 is not too bad.

And say, how is khaki shirts at 98c, that’s not too dusty.

They’ve got

the wear to them too.

In fact any work shirt we have
same price on, only 98c.

in

the

store

we

have made the

And really they look almost as good on you

as some dress shirts.

We have too a work stocking which we are selling at 2 pairs for

25c, which are one good trade.

handsome as to colors

They aro r.ot

but say if you want something that will wear just try these.
There was a bunch of silk stockings came

were extra nice.

A fellow with a pair

of

couldn’t get a girl there must be something the

Only 50c a pair,

in tho other day that

these

l ots of othe*' good trades.

stockings

on

that

matter with his face.

Come in. r

WILI AS AVER
NEW SPEAR BLOCK : : AT THE BROOK

ROCKLAND, ME.

PARK THEATRE
TODAY and FRIDAY

DECEPTION

DECEPTION

The true story of
Anne Boleyn, from
one of the most romantiic pages in history.
I he most wonderful
spectacle ever filmed.

Th is is the picture
that made the big run
in Colonial Theatre,
Boston, at big prices.
Our prices are only 1 7
and 28 cents. We want
everybody to see it.

DECEPTION

DECEPTION

JlPARK THEATRES 1
TODAY AND FRIDAY

SATURDAY

“DECEPTION”

PEARL WHITE
in

See: The dazzling coronation in
Westminster Abbey; the most
magnificent water spectacle ever
filmed; the wild revolt of the
angry populace; startling prison
scenes in the Tower of London.

“KNOW YOUR MEN”
Married to the right man, she
held in her heart the image of the
wrong one.

EMPIRE 1rHEATRE
FRIDAY
“THE CALL
OF YOUTH”
From the English play, ‘‘James,
the Fogy.” It tells about a bar
gain which left love out.

“The Phantom Foe” —12

SATURDAY
CARMEL MYERS
—nr—
“BEAUTIFULLY
TRIMMED”
Some ‘‘suckers’’ have a nasty
bite. See Ihe fake nil well victim
in tills picture.
"THUNDERBOLT JACK”—12
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NEW HUNTING LAWS

Handy Summary of Maine
Legislation Which Every
Sportsman Should Bear in
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: This Week♦
*TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AOO*

FOR 5 DAYS
TRIAL IN YOUR
OWINSHOME
She

Mind.

1

F Every-OtheivDay

A review from the columns of this
The Department of Inland Fisheries paper of some of the events which
and Game has prepared a very con interested Rockland and vicinity for
venient condensation of the principal five weeks ending Aug. 4, 1S96.
changes in the hunting laws of Maine
The little daughter of Mrs. Ada Gay
and now effective. The new 1921-1922
revision of the laws of course give of 15 Gay street won the prize ofthem in full, but the following will be fered by The Courier-Gazette in
found very valuable for quick refer the photograph contest at the Merrill
studio.
ence:
The fourth annuai convention of
While in six of the northern counties
of the state—Aroostook, Penobscot, Ae Maine Epworth League was held
Piscataquis, Somerset, Oxford and at the Methodist church in this city,
Franklin the deer season is unchanged, with nearly 400 delegates present. F.
in Washington and Hancock counties M. Strout of Portland was elected
the closed season will be from Dec. 15 State president.
The Kickapoo Indians were drawing
t<> Oct. 14 of the following year, both
days inclusive, the law provides how big crowds with their nightly enter
ever, that from Dec. 1 to 14 inclusive, tainments on Park street.
The Booth Bros. & Hurricane Isle
only residents of Hancock and Wash
ington counties may hunt deer in said Granite Co. was awarded the con
counties, this privilege not being tract for building the Onondaga Sav
granted to non-residents of those ings Bank.
A branch of the Essence Order was
counties.
The legislature enacted a semi-buck organized in this city.
Alden L, Tyler, veteran school
law, so-called—a provision requiring
one of the quota of two deer which are teacher, died, at the age of 76, Under
allowed a person in one season to be a his supervision the city schools were
buck with antlers, consequently only first graded and the Tyler school on
one female deer can be killed or had Warren street was named for him.
Arrangements were being made for
in possession in one season. The law
Chief Engineer H. G.
further provides that a spike-horn deer a big muster.
is not considered a buck with antlers. Bird was in charge.
Charles A. Haskell was getting
The legislature provides that only
one deer can be taken in all the south ready to occupy his new house on
ern counties, Androscoggin, Cumber Beech street.
Oscar Duncan, employed by the W.
land, Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln, Waldo,
Sagadahoc and York, collectively, in H. Glover Co., was knocked down by
a frightened horse and his collar bone
one season.
For the information of the public the was broken.
Miss Lizzie S. Walker, a former em
Commissioner gives the following in
ploye of The Courier-Gazette, died at
terpretation of these two later laws:
‘•General law unit, two deer; one her home on Warren street.
Lucius H. Libby, a tinsmith, and
deer only in all of the eight southern
counties collectively; the quota of two brother of Edwin Libby, for whom the
can be made up if desired by one deer Grand Army Post is named, died at
from the northern counties; not more his heme on Clarendon street, aged 57.
George F. Kenney was elected prin
than one female deer can be taken in
one season; if a hunter secures a cipal of Rockland High School with
spike-horn or a doe, the other deer of R. K. Bearse as sub-master and Hat
his quota must be a buck with antlers: tie E. Robbins and Anna E. Coughlin
he can kill a doe and a buck with as assistants.
Army worms were advancing on
antlers—or a spike-horn and a buck
with antlers—or two bucks with ant Rockland.
Shipping Commissioner W. M. Mon
lers.
"No artificial .cover which is termed roe reported business very dull. Ordi
stationary blind or parts thereof used nary seamen got $25 a month, and
for gunning purposes shall be left or cooks and mates $30 and $35,
The Rockland Wheel Club held a
allowed to remain in the waters of
Merrymeeting bay in the counties of coasting match on Ingraham Hill. M.
Cumberland and Sagadahoc, or the B. Mank of Warren won it, with H. C.
tributaries thereof, excepting Kenne Chatto second and William Sansom
third.
bec river, within a mile of the waters
C. F. Cassens fell 20 feet from a
of Merrymeeting bay, between one-half
hour after sunset and one-half hour coal staging to the deck of a vessel, and
Vas taken home unconscious.
before sunrise.
E. F. Berry returned from Burling
This section shall apply to the
waters of the Kennebec river up to a ton Junction, Mo., and became cashier
of the North National Bank, in place
point one mile above Swan's Island."
An amendment was made in the of F. R. Spear,' who had substituted
plover and yellowlegs’ season on Mer after the resignation of N. T. Farwell.
F. C. Knight was re-elected moder
rymeeting bay waters as follows:
“Provided, however, that in Merry- ator of the Congregational church.
C. F. Ayers & Co., completed Perry
meeting bay, so-called, in the counties
of Cumberland, Sagadahoc and Lin Bros.' new lime shed, covering 38,500
coln, and in the towns adjacent there square feet of space.
Jones & Bicknell were building a
to, the closed season on black-breasted
and golden plover and greater and residnece for John Teel at Port Clyde.
William G. Hayden was appointed
lesser yellowlegs, shall be from the
first day of December of each year to alternate naval cadet from the Sec
District.
the fifteenth day of the following Sep ond Congressional
• • * «
tember, both days inclusive." This
The Knox County Democratic con
makes the beginning of the season on
plover and yellowlegs in Merrymeeting vention was held at the Court House.
bay waters the same as the duck sea Thomas A. Hunt of Camden presided,
and Charles K. Miller of Camden, E.
son, Sept. 16.
The special open season on partridge C. Payson of Rockland and John A.
and woodcock in the eight southern Andrews of Thomaston served as sec
counties of the state as provided for retary. These nominations were made:
State Senator—C. Vey Holman,
the past few years was not renewed South
Thomaston.
by the last legislature. October and
County Commissioned—Benjamin B.
November is now the open season on Payson,
Warren.
these birds in all the counties of the
County Attorney—Mervyn ap Rice,
state.
Rockland.
In view of the fact that the game
Sheriff—Charles F. Duffy, Camden.
laws prohibit the use of poison in tak
Clerk of Courts—L. F. Starrett,
ing wild animals it was deemed advis Rockland.
able to grant wardens authority to in
Judge of Probate—John C. Levenspect records of poisons sold by deaT- saler,
Thomaston.
ers. Chapter six of the Public Laws
Register
of Probate—Edward C.
of 192 gives the wardens such author Payson, Rockland.
ity.
County Treasurer—Philip Howard,
Rockland.
LIKES NORTH HAVEN.
....
The following births were recorded:
Massachusetts Son of a Pilgrim Learns
Mt. Desert Ferry, June 28,’to Mr.
Thing or Two About Maine.
and Mr. Otto Olson of Spruce Head, a
son—John Herman.
Rockport, July 5, to Capt. and Mrs.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I was born in Duxbury, Massachu Fred Amesbury, a daughter.
Deer Isle, June .23, to Mr.
setts. This little town joins Plymouth, Joseph S. Robbins, a son.
the pilgrim town. Duxbury’s first set
Camden, June 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
tler was Capt. Miles Standish. The Walter Swift, a son.
Warren, July 10, to Mr.
Mrs.
place is now known as Captain's Hill
and there is a monument at the top. Henry Bachelder, a son.
Warren, July 16, to Mr,
The caretaker told me it was the
highest in the world and explained Benson Meservey, a son.
Ash Point. July 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
that it was Myles' at the top. There
may be some who have never heard of Mark Tripp, a daughter.
Rockport, July 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Duxbury—if there are, why, it lets me
John McGowan, a daughter.
out on what I am going to say.
South Union, July 10, to Mr. and
It was a long time after I had stop
ped rolling hoops or playing marbles Mrs. Morris Leach, a son.
Razorville, July 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
before I even knew anything about
North Haven. Rockland—oh yes, but Albert Brown, a son.
Deer Isle, July 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
North Haven, no. I know now what I
have missed. A stranger who had Stephen M. Small, a son.
Deer Isle, July 17, to Mr. and Mrs,
never been here might think he was
going to see a small, back-country Forest H. Bray, a daughter.
Deer Isle, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
village with primitive people, but he
would soon wake up—about as up-to- Hutchinson, a son.
Friendship, July 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
date people as one can find this side
of the Rocky Mountains. Like the Old Daniel Simmons, a son.
Warren, July 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard in Boston, there is always
something doing, day and night, all W. E. Hyson, a daughter—Gertrude
the time. Yesterday Miss Fostie 1/un- Lillian.
Rockland, July 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
can sent out invitations to visit her
at her summer home, which she has Harvey F. Additon, a daughter—■'
named Northcliffe—not after Lord Phyllis.
Rockland, July 16, to Mr. and Mrs.
Northcliffe, who is now doing the
country, but because the name seems C. F. Ingraham, a son.
Rockland, July 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
to fit the place. I am not a real es
tate agent, but if there is another Alonzo Day, a daughter.
Deer Isle, July 17, to Mr. and Mrs.
place where from the hill one can see
more natural
beauty, where the William Canary, a daughter.
Deer Isle, July 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
scenery is more varied, where the
painter would lay down his brush and Edward J. Parker, a daughter.
Camden, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
the writer his pen—this is the place.
For a general good time this one F. Duffy, a daughter.
Camden, to Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Har
stands at the top. Everyone brought
their appetite with them, but they did rington, a daughter.
Lynn, July 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
not carry it away. Oh. no. I have al
ways tried to tell somewhere near the Arthur G. Titus, a daughter.
Warren, July 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
truth, but if I was to tell you what I
saw disappear, the reputation for truth Arthur F. Hurder, a son.
Washington, Aug. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
that I have been trying to build up
all my life would be gone. The guests Moses Packard, a son.
Deer Isle, July 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
were Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Brown and
daughters Vonie arid Doris, Mrs. Sarah Isaiah Pickering, a daughter.
Deer Isle, July 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. Carver, Mrs. Mary Leadbetter, her
son Will and wife and grandson Stan Frank A. Damon, a daughter.
Rockport, July —, to Mr. and Mrs.
ley, Mrs. Lucy Poole, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Duncan, Ruth Beverage, Mr. Warren Marshall, a daughter.
« • • •
and Mrs. G. L. Randall and son Otis
and last, but not least, Lewis Brown,
The marriages tor the five weeks
who was entertainer, assisted by Mrs. were:
Sarah Carver and Henry Duncan.
Deer Isle, June 26, John S. Lowe
George L. Randall,
of Deer Isle and Ione F. Ames of
So. Braintree, Mass., Aug. 1.
Brooksville.
Deer Isle, July 28, Sumner A. Davis
of Rockport and Mrs. Jessie McDonald
EDWARD K. GOULD
of Deer Isle.
Tenant’s Harbor, July 15, Henry K.
Johnson of St. George and Margaret
Attorney at Law
Farrell of Boston.
Thomaston, July 15, Edwin S. Vose
COMER Tliuoa AVE.
HAIR RTREC1
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ELECTRIC SUCTION CLEANER

"p
*

HIS is the same wonderful Apex Electric Cleaner that you see advertised in all the big magazines every month.
It is the same Apex
Cleaner that has been fully approved by Good Housekeeping Institute,

the Cleaner that has lifted the burden of cleaning work from nearly a quarter
of a million women.

We will deliver right to your door one of our brand new

Apex Cleaners—the very latest model—for you to use for,five days, and it

won’t cost you a cent.

We»pay all the delivery charges—you are not under

the slightest obligation to buy.

—Why the APEX?
The Apex inclined nozzle enables
you to get up to, get under, and get
around any place where dust and dirt
hide. It hugs the baseboards tight
and sucks up all the dirt with power
ful suction—no leavings. The Apex
divided nozzle gives you a full sweep
of cleaning efficiency. It gets the
corner dirt as well as the center dirt
—that’s why once over with an Apex
does the work. The thin slot nozzle
opening concent rates suc
tion—the deepdown dirt that is
hard
to get,
comes out with
the surface dirt
when the Apex
does your work.
Only the Apex
Cleaner has the
inclined - divid
ed nozzle that
does all these
things.

This Generous Offer is Made to

Acquaint YOU with the Apex
Use

this matchless Apex Electric

Cleaner for 5 whole days. See how
easily it does all your cleaning work
for you. Let it clean all your carpets
and rugs, your furniture, mattresses
and draperies. Find out how its long,
low inclined-divided nozzle glides
right under the heavy furniture and
how it gets into the corners and

cleans close up to the baseboards.
Watch it pick up the lint and ravelings and every speck of dust. Then,
if you are not more than pleased with
it, we will come and get the cleaner
and your trial will not have cost you
one penny. But if you decide that
you cannot get along without this
great household help, you may keep
it by paying.

ONLY A SMALL PAYMENT DOWN
The Balance on EASY MONTHLY TERMS
We want every one of our customers

to experience the pleasure of Apex
cleaning. Paying for your Apex can
be made a matter of your own convenience. A small first deposit and

PHONE 530

regular monthly payments thereafter
will give you the opportunity of en
joying yoqr Apex while you pay for
it. Why not send in the coupon
NOW or call up our store and tell us
to send an Apex to your home?

OR MAIL THIS
COUPON NOW

Central Maine Power Co.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
(At our nearest store)
I desire to take advantage of your five days free trial offer.
Please have your demonstrator deliver an Apex on

Date.......................................................... Hour...........................
1 understand that this request puts me under no obligation.

Name...............................................................................................
Address...........................................................................................

overlooked by Democrats who favor
of Cushing and Helen Hinckley of gang plank at Vinalhaven, but clung
AMERICAN LABOR
restriction of immigration but oppose
to an iron spike until rescued.
Thomaston.
Mrs., Frank Jellison, wife of the
any restriction on the importation of
Camden, July 18, Herbert R. Coates
keeper of Whitehead Light, died of Republican
Administration the products of the labor of the men
and Belle P. Leach.
they do not wish to admit as immi
St. George July 24, James Richards scarlet fever.
Giving
Earnest
Efforts For grants. In truth, if we are to choose
Miss Bertha M. Sidelinger of Rock
and Elizabeth Coltart.
between admitting foreign labor or the
’ Rockland, July 15, Charles E. port graduated from the Danville, Ill.,
Promotion of Labor.
Training School for Nurses, being the
products of foreign labor, the former
Tuttle and Elonia L. Hamilton.
is, preferable, for the foreign laborer
Portland, July 15, George W. Fer- first to complete the course there.
Washington, Aug. 1. "The Repulili-i at|initted to this country will spend
Ten persons were fined for using
nald of Rockland and Henrietta Syl
dynamite cartridges on the streets of can administration is now engaged in much of his earnings here, while the
vester of Portland.
Washington, July 2, Rufus Dyer of Thomaston the night before the three lines of effort for the promotion foreign laborers who produce at home
Waldo and Mrs. Melissa Wentworth of Fo“rth'
thenJ A15-.7.6 ,aplece1 “f ‘he welfare of American labor," and ships the product here, spends his
earnings abroad. It is not proposed to
frank Mitchell of Gott's Island dis- ,
,,
...
.
Washington.
Union, .July 12, Leslie G. Jones of covered the body of Peter Trentene, I says the Republican Publicity Associa- enact an import duty that will he ab
Union and Emma L. Weymouth of an Italian who had been drowned tion, through its President, Honorable solutely prohibitive, but to make the
some months before.
Jonathan Bourne, Jr. “It is restricting import tax high enough to represent
Appleton.
North Haven, July 11, John B.
An Epworth League was organized jmmieration, framing an import tariff the difference in cost of production,
and thus put the American producer
in Cushing with Rev, Ernest Doughty
.
,
.
,
,,,,,,
Crockett and Nellie Witherspoon.
on cheaP foreign goods, and building on an equality with his foreign com
Washington, July 5, Elmer E. Orff as president
Capt. N. E. Percy died at the home up our export trade.
petitor.
of Waldoboro and Hattie M. Peaslee
"In building up export trade the govof his daughter, Mrs. J. E. Walker,
"Restriction of immigration has a
of Jefferson.
* * * *
Thomaston.
I double purpose—to relieve the labor ernment Is pursuing several plans—
Capt. Leander Watts of Thomaston situation at a time when there are J permitting combinations for export
The Knox County League was at it3
height. The pjayers on the three took command of Schooner Lupano more men than there are jobs, and to; sales, sending trade representatives to
of New York.
give opportunity for the Amerleaniza-1 all the principal,nations, and niainteams in early August were.
Capt. I. A. Fountain of Thomaston tion of the foreign element already taining a merchant marine which will
Rockland — Hanscombe, Pulsif t
Smith, Stafford, Fay, Edwards, Shee lost his balance while working on the here before admitting any considerable be an agency for the establishment of
roof of his house and fell 15 feet, number of new Immigrants, In both [ regular trade routes as well as extendhan, Perry, Gildea.
particulars the effect upon American Ing the opportunity for shipment of
Camden — McConnack.
Folsom, breaking several of his ribs.
Rockport's prize-winning hand-tub labor will be good, for there will not American goods to markets not hith
Moore, Coburn, Slattery, Cushman,
S. F. Burgess, won third money at the only be less competition in numbers of erto reached. Every dollar’s worth of
Libby, Mansfield, Bass.
Thomaston — McManus,
Quinn, Augusta muster, throwing a stream workmen but as a result of the Amer American goods shipped abroad means
icanization of the immigrants their a dollar to be expended for the pay
O’Conner, Butman, Thornton, McCor 206 feet, 11 inches.
The graduating exercises of Thom standards of living wiill he raised and ment of American wages or the pur
mack, Gorman, Murphy and Malloy.
* * * *
aston High School were held in Watts they will expect and asked the same chase of American raw materials.
"War’s aftermath finds severul mil
Work began on the Spruce Head hall, with this program: Salutatory, wage standard the American workmen
lion men out of employment. Govern
bridge, under the directions of Agent Hattie E. O'Brien; oration, “The desires.
"The enactment of an import tariff ment can not find a complete remedy
Willis A. Adams. The Canton, Ohio, Power of Association," Fred Elwell;
Wrought Iron Bridge Co. had the con history, Eliza E. Leonard; "Appear law will supplement the restriction of for such an economic condition. The
ances Are Deceitful,” Constance T. immigration. There is little use pro present administration is doing every
tract.
Mrs. Sanford Williams' buildings at Williams; prophecy, Binie B. Butler; tecting the American workman from thing possible, however? to afford all
Atkins' Corner, Warren, were burned. "The Present and Future of Elec the competition of immigrant labor if the relief that can be uttained through
\
The furniture was saved. Origin a tricity,” J. S. Piper; valedictory, we are to leave our ports open to the legislation and administration.
Helen A. Decrow.
free admission of the products of for
mystery.
Gustavus M. Kenniston who cut eign labor. A workman who can come The
Byron Rollins, a motorman, was
Merchant
held up near Oak Hill Grove and ship timber in Virginia many seasons, to this country and lower the standard
died
at
his
home
in
Appleton,
aged
80.
of
wages
and
living
by
Tiis
competi

robbed of 40 cen^s,
WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE
tion here can also lower the American
Dennis O’Leary, alias Lawler, at.
tempted to escape from the State
Those small ads In The Courier- standard by producing goods at home
Prison by jumping from a fourth Gazette are read by every body. That I and shipping them here to be sold in
Qianrlciill flat*
story window. The leap proved fatal. ! Is why they are so popular and competition with the product of Amer- In
ican labor. This is a fact frequently *“
Miss Mae Pendleton fell from a effective.
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PARK THEATRE
j

■■

America has seen no greater photo
play than “Deception,” which Is offered
as the feature for today and Friday.
It is a drama that rolls up the curtain
of time. The woman: Ann^ Boleyn,
A dream of alluring beauty! Winning
a king, dethroning a queen, disrupting
an empire, shaking the entire civilized
world, then going at last with head
erect to her doom. The man: King
Henry VIII. The most irresistible
wooer In history! Husband of six
wives! Hero of a hundred loves! Bluff
old Hal, with his roaring laughter, his
merry pastimes, his intrigues and his
regal story! Vast ensembles, glittering
pageants, charging mobs, battling sol
diery. Stupendous settings of palace
and battlement, prison, cathedral aid
tourney list. Intimate glimpses of
court and boudoir. For 10 years you've
watched the growth of the photoplay.
See how Its supreme culmination,
“Deception,” the love-picture unforget
table!
Pearl White will be here In "Know
Your Men,” a William Fox production.
This is an emotional drama of a high
type and is replete with big situations.
It is the story of a girls' awakening
to the realities of life and its hard
ships just when she Wj^s happiest.
When the blow falls it carries with it
her father, her fortune and even the
man she loves—who turns out to be a
cad. Her subsequent life is an effort
to make up for the light mofttwits sha
frittered away, but again, when she
has a chance to he happy with a hus
band who really loves her, she is
driven to misfortune and desperation.
—adv.
•
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